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IHTRODUCTI0W



The ai&covery of fire ana combustion must rank with the

wheel as one of the earliest and most far-reaohing of all the

discoveries maae by man. Fire has always occupied a

prominent place amongst the irysteries of the world and aroused

the interest of the earliest philosophers. It was one of the

four elements of the alchemists, and the study of its cause,

nature and application became a matter of the greatest

importance with the aavent oi the internal combustion engine.

The slow combustion of iydrocarbons has been studied largely

because of the facility of working at temperatures below the

ignition point. New techniques have been developed and a

Pnique field of research in chemistry has been revealed. The

importance of slow combustion studies does not now rest so

heavily on the application of the results to the technical

combustion of fuels; rather do such studies reveal the appli¬

cation of the methous of kinetics to the elucidation of the

mechanism of very complicated systems and in particular the

results obtained may be used to proviue some knowledge of bond

dissociation energies in hydrocarbons.

The first exact knowledge of the chemistry of burning

was mainly derived by the work of Davy ana his comtemporaries

which was designed to elucidate the causes of mine explosions.

Though this work gave rise to no great theoretical developments

it disclosed certain broaa facts relating to the ignition of

explosive raixturea, the influence of cola surfaces and

narrow passages in the extinction of flames, the e,feet of

rarefaction and dilution of explosive mixtures and nerraitted
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some conclusion to be drawn as to the relative combustibilities

of gases and their explosive limits.

Alter Davy's death, there arose the mistaken dogma of

selective combustion of hydrogen in hydrocarbon flames but this

became untenable after the discovery, by Smithells and Ingle,

of hydrogen in the interoonal gases of aerated hydrocarbon

flames. These workers indicated that the probable series of

changes for methane might be represented by the equations

CH^ + 0? » 00 + H20 + Yip
CO * HgO * C02 + H2

In 1874 H.S. Armstrong (l) suggested that the oxidation

by hydrocarbons proceeded by a mechanism involving the successive

formation of hyuroxy-compounds such as CH^OH, CH(OH)j
which would be thermally unstable, leading to the production

of simpler substances, mainly by thermal dehydration. Though

Armstrong's theory ley untested for almost thirty years, it was

to become a very great force in the study of hycrocarbon

combustions.

About 1900, W.A. Bone began a series of classical researches,

the results of which appeared to establish the hydroxylation

theory as e working hypothesis. With various collaborators,

Bone (2,3»4,5) studied slow and ex losive combustion of

methane, ethane, ethylene ana acetylene. Two experimental

techniques were employed. In the first the reaction mixture

was heated in a sealed glass tube aha the gases were analysed

at various times. Secondly, flow experiments were conducted

in which the gases were nassed through a heated tube packed

with porous porcelain and then into traps where soluble and
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conuenslble products were remove.;. Severe! important points

were recognised. For exam le oxides of carbon, water, aldehyde*

ana solas were fauna in trie products but neither carbon or

hyarogen was a*tecfceu. Further it was observed that carbon

aioxide wet. formed under conditions where the oxidation of

carbon monoxi e was inconceivable and that aldehyues smeared

in the nroducts be ore straw or carbon-oxides. "egarding these

facts as explicable by the hy roxlyation theory,Bones's

collarorators Newitt and Hr.ffter, seeding more direct proof,

studied the oxidation of methane at high pressures and noted

the formation of large amounts of methyl alcohol. (6J.

In the Bekerian Lecture, 193?, Professor Bone (7)

summarised the state of knowledge at that time and discussed

in some detail the nature of the initially formed oxygenated

molecule. It is not the least remarkable feature of

hydrocarbon oxidations that most of the products contein one

atom of oxygen so that the raoae of scission of the diatomic

oxygen molecule is perhaps the key to the problem of combustion

mechanis*. Bone's hydroxylation theory involved the breakdown

of oxygen molecules into atoms. /, vastly ui;ierent idoe had

been advanced by Lelienaar in 1927 (8). He proposed that the

iirat intermediate product was formed by the incorporation of

an oxygen molecule bb b whole in the hydrocarbon molecule.

Thus P-H 4 OmO —» B-O-O-H or R-O-O-R. This principle of

primary peroxide-formation received strong support from a work

by Bennett anu Mardles (9) '"ho considered that the separation

of oxygen molecules into atoms would lead to a profusion of

electrons but who could detect little or no ionisation during
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the slow combustion of some hydrocarbons.

At that time Bone concluded that all the evidence was

in favour of the hydroxylation theory and that the first inter¬

mediate was a monohydric alcohol. Thus e.g. CH^ + 02 —^GfijOH
This conclusion was probably justified as Bone and his colla¬

borators had accumulated so much evidence for that process,

whereas the peroxidation theory was too young to have any firm

backing at that time.

About 1927 ~ 1930, Semenov, working in Leningrad,

aevelopeu the theory of chain reactions. On the basis of the

kinetic theory of gases he was able to explain the phenomenum

of chain reactions and calculated certain relationships which

were found to operate in very many cases. Semenov (10)

recognised the existence of two types of reaction chains -

stationary or unbranchea, end branching chains, /in excellent

example of 0 stationary chain is that operating in the

photochemical synthesis of hycrogen chloride. The propagation

steps are
CI + H2 —> HC1 + H
H + Cl2 —> HCl + CI

Chains with branching are diiferent in that one complete

cycle of operations results in a nett increase in the number

of active centres. It will be seen that in the case of a

stationary chain, while each step results in the formation of

a chain 'carrier' it also consumes one (e.g. H + Clg-^HCl + CI)
and that although the chain length may be very great there is

never any increase in the average number of chain carriers. In

a brencning-chain reaction, on the other hana, the number of

chain carriers may increase freely. Id the following general
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example A,A&2» CE ana AB are all active centres for reaction
while the other species are normal stable molecules.

A* * B2 —^ Al% (1)
AB?; + CA ABgC + A* (2)
ilBjjC -> m* ♦ CB* 0)

The two reactions (l) ana (2) constitute a normal stationary

chain while reaction (3i represents branching oi the chain. It

need, hardy be pointed out that even if AB were a stable molecule

reaction (3) would still result in branching since there is an

overall gain of one active bot.y as a result of the cycle of

operations A* * Bp + AC -> A* * AB + CB*. Palling the length
of the priBury (stationary) chain d , the probability of branch¬

ing at any link § , and £ the probability of chain-breaking at

eiy given link, Cernenov hfs shown that the velocity of reaction

ICs- ft) t.eA^ — i
.

where p. is the

number of initial active centres ana AT is the time necessary

for the formation of one link in the chain i.e. the tine for

which an active centre created in the chain exists before

entering the reaction. For large values of t the expression

40 - E\Q -<a>vvi*e_ rN - 'reduces to

0ia/\jc1

S-<3

AT A AT

Assuming reasonable values for (3 and AT Semenov inuiceted

that a reaction of this tyoe woul- incresse its velocity by 6.

in times of the oruer of one seconu. However, ratiy reactions

are known where the time required lor such an increase in velocity

is of the order of several hours. To explain this ohanomenum

it is necessary to ad«&t that AT nay be measured in minutes rather

than in tenths of a second es was done in the first case. This
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is the basis of the rather special theory of the existence of

chains with degenerate branching. This postulates the

operation of a primary chain, not accompanied by branching,

which leads to the formation of a relatively stable intermediate

which, after a comparatively long time breaks down by non-radical

reactions to form the final products of reaction. The

intermediate may also be capable of a second reaction which

incidentally creates further active centres, which, in turn, are

able to start the chain of the primary reaction. depending

upon the stability of the intermeuiate, the degenerate branching

may take place long alter the perishing of the primary chain.

The process may be represented thus:-

A > M (formation of intermediate by the primary
chain)

1. M k- v, B (direct product formation)

2. M
, B (formation of products with incidental

creation of initial centres of A—FM chains)

If the rate of generation of secondary chains (given by

where V = primary chain-length andS = probability that one

raolecule of the intermediate M will create a secondary chain)

exceeds the rate at which the primary chains perish, then the

consequent increase of the reaction velocity is given by
r CS>.v-flc

8
- i}

where 0 is the time between the commencement of the primary

chain and the beginning of the secondary chain. Since the time

of development of each primary chain is very small, 0 may be

regarded as the life-time of the intermediate M. For high

enough values of t the above rate relationship reduces to
. <f>c ^ V.V , A S,v>-\ *n0v

■- Ae' l\

By a consideration of the significance ©f and 0 the
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expression for the rate can be further simplified* If the

velocity of processes 1* and 2. are given by iCj(M) and kgCM)
then <5, » the probability that M —> B by process 2»

k2(M) ^ k5
k10 ? j "* leg! H

Also © «= tho average life of the molecule M
I

e, ©z

But c Bn^ q " ^2
*\ 9 * 1

♦ k2

Thus
_ fy k2 _ . (k + k )

0 \k< * k? J 1 ** kp

a (li - 1 ) kg -

Hence -*> (t) * 7i0*> ^ ftu - 1 ) kg -> kjl t
(u - 1) kp k-j ' e

s y*°?^ ^1. ■" ■&' where <f> » (v - 1 )k2- Id)
£

The exponent has been described aa the net-branching factor

and is very important characteristic of a chain reaction

with degenerate branching. It «njr be evaluated by measurement

of the slope of the line obtained if the logarithm of the

amount of change is plotted against time. Setrsonov analysed

the results of several workers and demonstrated the linearity

of this type of graph in the early stages of raary reactions.

Not the least remarkable feature of this type of reaction

is the extraordinary sensitivity of the reaction rate to the

state of the wails of the vessel. dince there are two

possibilities (homopgeneoua ana. heterogeneous) for oach of the

two reactions (1. and 2.) of M, there are, altogether, four



cases to be considered

1. 1. homogeneous and 2.homogeneous

2. 1. homogeneous and 2.he terogeneous

3. 1. heterogeneous and 2. homogeneous.

A. 1. heterogeneous and 2.heterogeneous

Each of these four cases must be sub-divided according to

whether the chains A —> M are broken in the volume or on the

walls. In each case where the primary chains are ruptured on

X
the wells, u = ad where d is the vessel diameter, and the rate

is increased by increasing the vessel diameter} in the other

case of primary chain runture in the volume of the vessel,

increase of the diameter leads to a decrease of the rate when

reaction 2. is heterogeneous (oases 2. and 4-. above), to an

increase of the rate in case 3» and in case 1. increasing the

vessel diameter does not affect the reaction velocity.

Apart from this extreme sensitivity of reaction velocity

to the dimensions of the reaction vessel, the chain theory

predicts several other characteristic properties, the existence

of some of which in ai$r particular case being considered as

adequate demonstration of the operation of e chain mechanism.

Among these are the existence of sharply defined explosion limits,

the catalytic effect of traces of foreign substances, high

quantum yielus, the existence ol an inuuction period and the

operation of abnormal Kinetic relationships and temperature

dependences. Stimulated by the discovery (by Backstrorn (ll))

of the chain characteristi s of the nhoto - pnd thermal - oxida¬

tion of benzaldehyde, Egerton (12) was led to subscribe to the
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peroxidation ideas proposed by Callen&ar (8)f at the same

time he advanced the idea that an energy chain operated. While

studying the problem of knocking in internal combustion engines,

Egerton found that one molecule of lead tetra-ethyl in 200,000

molecules of the fuel-air mixture was effective in the prevention

of knock, which is, essentially, premature slow combustion of fuel

This remarkably efficient inhibition was only explicable in

terms of a chain reaction ana the following scheme was suggested

This energy chain explained the detectability oi peroxides and

aldehydes at an early stage in the reaction, the high efficiency

of lead tetra-etiyl as an inhibitor and the luminescence often

observea far below the ignition temperature.

The year 1935 saw the publication of two very important

papers of a theoretical nature* The first, by Norrish (13)»

criticised the Bone hyuroxylation theory on the grounds that

it did not account for the kinetic evidence, the high efficiency

of positive and negative catalysts, the inhibition due to increase

of surface area, the effect of variation of the vessel diameter

upon the ignition temperature, the existence of sharp kinetic

limits of explosion and the difficulty of detection of alcohols

in the early stages of the reaction. Norrish also criticised the

Fgerton enerpy-chain theory because of the difficulty of

detection of peroxides during the induction period, the lack

ROpH + RH* (3)

ROpH + M* (4)
R CH0* + HpO* (5)

(1)

(2)
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of effect on the inunction period of aaaition of peroxides

and because the audition of an inert gas dia not result in

deactivation. This latter e. feet would certainly be

anticipated in the case of an energy-chain reaction. Review¬

ing the work of Hinshelwood (l4)» Rgerton (12), Haber (15)

and Semenov (10), Norrish concluded that a chain reaction was

in operation and advanced his atom chain theory to account for

the oxidation of methane,
(%

Thus 0 * CH4 > CH^.0 CH3OH + x

CH40 —» GH2+ H2O

CHp + 02 > CH20 + 0

This was the first theory of hydrocarbon cdmbustion which

involved the participation of hydrocarbon free radicals of

short life, and the following year Norrish and Foofo (16)

reported the demonstration of a degenerate chain-branching
.

mechanism in the oxidation of methane. Describing formaldehyde

as the essential intermediate anu using the atom chain to

account for its rorraation, these authors postulated a mechanism,

which, on the application of the stationary state method, lea

to the expression.

-d(CH4) = K(CHj (02) P.d
dt S

where P = total pressure, d = diameter of vessel, S = surface

area. The experimental results had shown that the maximum

rate of the reaction was, in fact, given by

-«= K(CH4) (O2)P
anu that increase of the surfaces volume ratio, by packing the

vessel, reduced the rate and that increasing the vessel diameter

increased the rate.
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The second important paper of 1935 was by libbelohde (17)

who dismissed the hyoroxylation theory in favour of a chain

mechanism for much the same reasons as Norrish. Arguing on

the similarity between hydrocarbon oxidation anu aldehyde

oxidation and the fact that oxygen atoms are very unlikely to

feature in the letter reactions, Ubbelohde critised Norrish's

atom chain theory. ITbbelohde favoured the peroxide type of

mechanism which leads to the Production of hydroxyl radicals

which, it was known, are plentiful in flames and to the early

production of excited formaldehyde molecules. This is an

important point because spectral studies showed that the

chemiluminescence in cool flames was always due to excited

formaldehyde, irrespective of the hydrocarbon which was

oxidising. The principal reactions in Ibbelohde's scheme

rch2o2'
rch2o2h ♦ rch2

rch2o"+ oh'
ECHO + ff20

ROj) + C&jO

Thus the two major kinetic theories of the slow

combustion of hydrocarbons were formulated. They are very

different but it would be very untrue to say that there are
-

two schools of thought since it is generally thought now that

the peroxide-intermediate theory probably does apply to propane
1

and higher paraffins at lower temperatures but not to methane

ana ethane, while the excellent work of Holland and his

colleagues (18) has demonstrated its operation in the case of

were

rchg + 02 >

rch2o2 + rch3 >

RCHgO^ >

RCHjjO^ >

rchoo + oo
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the higher (liquid) olefins** On the other hand there seem

to he little doubt that formaldehyde is the effective

intermediate in the slow combustion of methane end ethylene.

This latter theory ia clearly a. descendent of the earlier

hydroxylation theory.

Perhaps the most important contributor to the peroxide

theory has been Sir Cyril iiinahelwood. He and his

collaborators, notably Cullia, Partington ana Kulcaby have

made valuable studies of the slow combustion of roarer par&ifin

hydrocarbons and their simple derivatives (19). They have

shown in these cases that an induction period is followed by

the acceleration of the rate to e maximum, that the rate is

largely independent of the initial pressure of oxygen and

aepenuent upon the hydrocarbon pressure to about the second

power, ana that auoed inert gases have little or no effect

upon the maximum reaction rate. They have esrried out analyses

of the products of reaction at various stages in its course

finding that the peroxide content rose to a maximum in a

manner parallel to the variation of rate and that formaldehyde

was an eerly product of the reaction. The mechanism which

they have suggested is given below.

RCHj ♦ 02 —> RC '2 ♦ H02 initiation

rch2 + 02 —=> hc%°2

ItCH^Og ♦ RCHj—^ROh^OgH ♦ RGHg
propagation

—» rchgo* ■* Qii' ]e €■

rch2o2h —> RCiiO ♦ HgO
degenerate ohain-
t unehing reactions

RCKgOjjH ♦ Og —> inactive products

rch20* > R* •. ch20 degredfction
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This scheme explains the observed kinetics ~ P«cw3 with
no dependence upon the oxygen pressure unless this latter is

small. The experimental dependence of rate upon initial pressures

of re&ctants anu additives is seen to be quite different from

the rate expression for the methane oxidation. The above scheme

of reactions is very attractive in that the reaction steps are

all very simple and feasible: for instance the degradation

of the alkoxyl radical to the next lower alkyl and formaldehyde

requires only the shift of one electron. The observed energies

of activation are all of the order of 35 keals./mole which is a
■ * ;

reasonable figure for the branching reaction R-O-O-H R-0*+*0-H

The initiation reaction has been criticised on account of the un.-

likelihood of the existence oi the HO2 radical. However, the

existence of the HOp radical has been amnly demonstrated-(20.21.22).
Worrish has opposed the theory expressing the view that the

alkyl hydroperoxide does not fulfil all the requirements of

the intermediate in a reaction with degenerate branching of the

chains (23). He has shown that the essential intermediate must

attain a pressure of several millimetres at the maximum rate to

account for delayed branching and inclines to the view that

aldehydes are responsible for the degenerate branching observed.

The formaldehyde-intermediate theory of Norrish was

modified as a result of an investigation into the mechanism of

oxidation of formaldehyde itself, by Axford and Norrish (24).

Their mechanism for this reaction will be discussed later but

it may be noted, at this stage, that the principal reactions
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suggested were

CH20 + OH —> H20 ♦ CO + H

H + 02 + CHgO —y CO + HgO + OH
the secona reaction being regarded as a reaction of a highly-

energised H02 complex rather than as a ternary reaction. This

suggested mechanism for the formaldehyde oxidation shifted the

emphasis from CH2 end 0 radicals to CIT^ and OH radicals in the
methane reaction (25)» Thus the propagation steps were written

CH^ + OH CHj + H20

CH3 + 02 —> CH20 + OH
and the formaldehyde thus formed reacted as shown above.

Norrish has also suggested (23) that higher hydrocarbons

are oxidised by a mechanism involving tire production and

reaction of aldehydes but it is now thought that the temperature

of reaction influences the mechanism. Pease (26) observed (in

the case of propane) a slackening of the reaction rate with in¬

creasing temperature and that the Arrhenius curve actually

passed through a minimum at about 3^0°C. Mulcahy (27),

discussing this important observation, has suggested that thiB

indicates the extistence of two distinct regions of reaction

high - anu low - temperature ana has pointed out that the

pronounced structural effect on the rate of oxidation in the

low-temperature region is not observed in the higher temperature

range. How this structural effect has been interpreted by

Hinshelwood (28,29) in terras of the effect of the nature of the

alkyl group in the decomposition of alkyl group in the

decomposition alkyl hydroperoxides to alkoxyl and hydroxy1
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radicals. Consequently Muleahy concluded that the high-

tervoerature reaction was not peroxidic in character and that

the slackening in reaction rate with increasing temperature

above 300*0 was due to the gradual disappearance of peroxiaes

from the reaction mechanism. It would then appear that methane

and ethylene being simplest members of homologeous series

exhibit rather singular behaviour in that they show no "low

temperature" oxidation at all, Walsh (30) attempted to synthesise

the two theories to some extent and sought to explain the absence

of a low temperature methane oxidation on the grounds that in

this case the hydroperoxyl radical is too unstable to survive

with the heat involved in its formation from methyl and oxygen.

This conclusion was based, to some extent, on the results of

Bates and co-workers (31, 32) who studied the photo-oxidation

of methyl (irou methyl ioalae) ana ethyl (from ethyl iouide).

These workers concluded that in the latter case ethyl peroxyl

was formed but that in the case of methyl, formaldehyde end

hydroxyl were the nrooucts of the reaction CH^ + O2.
i

Welsh's theory of the high temperature mechanism of
'

combustion is illustrated in his work on the combustion of

di-isopropyl ether (30) at temperatures ranging from 360 C to

460°C (i.e. in the "high temperature" region). The radicals

involved in his proposed mechanism included methyl, hydroxyl and

hyurogen peroxyl, the chain propagation steps being

CH3 + 02 —ve%O^OH
CH*

OH + (CH3)2CH0CH(CH3)2 HgO + (CH^ CHQCH<GH
(CH3)2CHO + CHjCH _ CHg

CH3 + CH3CH0
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There has been very little work reported on the slow

combustion of saturated cyclic hydrocarbons^ although

Chavanne ana his co-workers have studied the products of

oxidation of many substituted cyclohexanes and cyelopentanes (3?)»

Levin (34) oxidised several al-yl cyclopentanes end cyclohexanes

in a static system at 200°C and observed that an Induction period

was followed by a decrease of the pressure of some 10 nuns, and

eventually the pressure increased to a limiting value. Such a

pressure decrease is very suggestive of primary peroxide

formation and the products found by Chavanne also indicate the

initial formation of an slkyl hydroperoxide. It would be quite

unjustified to draw aqy more concrete conclusions from

published work on the slow combustion of cyclooaraffins.

Cyclopropane or trimethylene, is the simplest homocyclic

connound and its structure has been the subject of some

controversy in recent years. It is well known that while cyclo-

butane and higher homologues are not attacked by hydrogen bromide

and yield substitution products with bromine, cyclopropane forma

propyl bromide with Hbr ana is slowly attacked by bromine to form

1:3 uibromopropane. .Walsh (35) has suggested that such

addition reactions of cycloorop&ne are due to the unsaturated

character of the C - C bonis. Arguing from the fact that the

spectroscopic properties of compounds containing the

CH2 - CH - CH = CH- grouping are properties characteristic of

a conjugated system and from the fact that the dipole moment

of cyclopropyl chloride is 0.3 L less than the values for
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isopronyl chloride end cyclopentyl chloride, Welsh proposed that

the formula for cyclopropane should be written CHg a CHg•t-
CH2

inuicating the donation of electrons by the double bone to assist

in the formation of a bond to the third methylene. The

existence of Tf electron dative bonus had been suggested earlier

by T evrar (36) to account for some rearrangements of the

hydrezobt-nr.em —> benzidine tyne and to qxolain sorae anomalies

in aromatic substitution by cationoia reagents.

Robinson (37) objected to this proposal, pointing out that

the formula drawn by Walsh did not pos^us the required aycunetry

&nu that to achieve symmetry by writing three identical

canonical forma was to assign to cyclopropane its classical

structure. In replying to thle criticism Walsh (3?) remarked

that the hybrid visualised did differ from the classical structure

in that the orbital hybridisation in the carbon atoms was

trigonal rather thatt tetrahedral. A very important piece of

evidence for sjf hybridisation is the lew dipole moment of

cyclopropyl chloride since a trigonal carbon, atom hsu a
n

higher electronegativity in its sp^ valencies than has a

tetruheoral carbon atom in its e-J valencies. Further evidence

for the similarity between the 0 - C bonus in cyclopropane and

ethylene is afforded by the determination of the angle HCH

Basti arisen and ilasael as 118*? t 2 (i.e. greater then
'

tetrahedral and almost trigonal)(39 )» by Linnett's oaloulation
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in a paraifinic methylene group)(40), ana by the high value
of the quenching cross-section of cyclopropane for cadmium
resonance radiation (41).

Having discussed the likelihood of trigonal hybridisation,

Walsh then considered the synthesis of the cyclopropane ring from

three CH2 groups whose C - H valencies were of the sp^ type and

whose planes were perpendicular to the carbon ring plane (42).

Molecular orbitals are then formed by the overlao of (a)

the 2p atomic orbitals lying in the plane of the ring and (bj
n

the third sp orbitals whose axes also lie in the plane of the

ring. The overlap is shown in figure 1. and the probability

pattern of the electrons in the resultant molecular orbitals

is shown below it. Sugden (43) has reported a qualitative

application of the non-localized molecular orbital theory to

justiiy Walsh's conclusions as to the structure of cyclopropane.

In contrast to the usual comparitive reactivity of

cyclopropane its thermal oxidation shows it to be in some

respects a stable substance. Day and Pease (hU) studying the

slow combustion of several hydrocarbons of different tyoes

found that like methane and ethylene, but unlike paraffins in
.

general, cyclopropane gave no cool flames (which are a fair

indication of combustion by a peroxide intermediate mechanism

at low temperatures). Furthermore, cyclopropane was found to

oxidise more slowly than propane or propylene whose ignition

temperatures were considerably lower than that of the cyclic

hyorocarbon. These authors gave three rates of reaction

measured at ^70°C which showed that the rate was independent
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»

of the initial oxygen pressure and strongly depenuent upon the

initial pressure of cyclopropane. fhey also noted that the

addition of a little acetaldehyde to the reaction mixture

produced a shortening of the induction period.•

The slow combustion has been studied, therefore, by the

static method, kinetically end analytically, in the temperature

range 380°C to 430°C, with partial pressures oi the reactants

between 40 m.m. ana 400 num.
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THE APPARATUS

The apparatus employed in this investigation was of a

conventional type and is illustrated diagramatically in

figure 2. It was constructed, in ityrex glass throughout and

all taps and interchangeable joints were lubricated with

Apiezon Grease L.

The reaction vessel was thoroughly washed with hot

concentrated nitric acid to remove contaminating materials on
,

the glass. It was then rinsed with tap water for several

hours and finally distilled water before being sealed on to the

apparatus. The reaction weasel was housed in a well-lagged

furnace whose brass core was wounu with nickel-chrome resistance

wire. The resistance of the winding was 55 ohms end it was

onerated at a current of 2 earns. The input voltage (110 volts)

was supplied by a variac transformer.

Since pressure measurements were to be made with some

accuracy, a considerable degree of temperature control was
I
necessary. A Sunvic energy regulator was used to regulate the

imput energy. It was found that when the mains voltage was

steady the temperature of the reaction vessel could be kept

constant i ' G with little difficulty.

Temperature measurements were made thermo-electrically.

A Ferry-Bright-ray thermocouple was contructed ana was

calibrated by maintaining its cold junction at 0 C and measuring

the thermal e.m. f.s. produced when its hot junction was placed

in melting ice, condensing steam, condensing glycerol vapour,

condensing sulphur vapour and cadmium, potassium dichroraate and
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zinc at their respective melting points.

These e»m,f.s. were measured by means of a Cambridge

potentiometer and a ballistic galvanometer. During reactions,

experimental temperatures were measured by the same technique,

the hot junction being kept inside the reaction vessel as

shown (fig, 2),

The measurement of pressure in the kinetical study of

gas reactions has aroused muc . interest and discussion. The

direct use of a mercury manometer is impossible in free radical

and other reactions due to the catalytic effect of metals.

To overcome this difficulty many types of gauge have been

devised. The Foord gauge has many advantages and one was used

in con junction with a mercury manometer in preliminary experi¬

ments, Its sensitivity, however, was unnecessarily high and

its robustness, unfortunately, was not high enough,

A more robust and adequately-sensitive instrument is the

spiral gauge (fig, 2), The construction of such a gauge has

been described (45), A piece of glass-tubing (4 ra.m, diameter)

was drawn down so that its wall thickness was very small but

without greatly affecting the internal diameter. This was

suspended from the end of a slightly tapered brass rod which

was rotated at a very slow speed so that the rod moved, slowly,

horizontally while the glass tube remained vertical. The

glass tube was heated indirectly by an iron plate which was,

itself, heated by an oxy-coal gas flame,

wound. This was sealed off at one end to which was affixed a

thin glass pointer. The other end was sealed into an outer
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jacket and joined on to the apparatus a3 shorn.

An optical system was arranged to give a ten-times mag¬

nification of pointer movement on a screen. The spiral gauge

was used as a null-point instrument, the external pressure

being adjusted by manipulation of taps 0 and I, and, at the

null-point, pressures being read off en the mercury manometer.

The spiral gauge was found to be very robust and the arrange¬

ment was found to be sensitive enough for all purposes.

The pumping system was not complex, consisting of a two-

stage vertical, annular-jet type of mercury-vapour pump backed

by a Hyvac rotary oil-pump. A McLeod gauge, which was joined to

the evacuation line just before the liquid oxygen cooled trap,

was employed for the measurement of pressure in the system

during evacuation. It was found that the pressure could be
— 5 ~ (o

reduced to 10 to 10 m,m. of mercury after much less than

care hour's evacuation.

The removal of the products for analysis was affected by

use of a Toepler (Antropoff) pump of conventional construction.

The gases used were taken from cylinders. The oxygen

was drawn through a liquid-axygen-cooled trap to remove con-

densible materials and was then allowed to leak into a two-

litre bulb.

The cyclopropane wa3 condensed in a trap cooled to -180°C

by liquid oxygen. It was then distilled, the middle fraction

being trapped in a second cold trap. The middle fraction of

a second distillation was then allowed to leak Into an evacuated

five-litre reservoir.
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Nitrogen was taken from a cylinder, was passed over

heated copper to remove oxygen and finally through two traps

cooled in liquid oxygen before being allowed to leak into the

system.

Hydrogen was also taken from a cylinder and received

exactly the same pretreatment as nitrogen.

Pure liquid monomeric formaldehyde was prepared by the

method of Spence and Wild (46). Paraformaldehyde, obtained

by careful evaporation of a 40y aqueous solution of formalde¬

hyde, was broken up and dried for two days over concentrated

sulphuric acid in a vacuum desiccator. The product was then
O

finely powdered and heated to 110 C in the distillation vessel

of the apparatus (figure 3) which had been evacuated to 10 * m.m

of mercury pressure while the condensing vessels were heated.

While the first fraction was distilling these vessels were

heated in a blow-pipe flame to prevent the condensation of wate

there.

The trap was then cooled to -18Q*C and the tap to the

pump was closed, As the distillation proceeded the oil-bath

temperature was gradually raised to 120°C and when sufficient

monomer had been collected, the oil-bath was removed and the

trap was carefully sealed off. Alternate removal and re¬

placement of the liquid oxygen container brought all the

formaldehyde to the foot of the trap which was then sealed cn

to the line in position.

The function of the separator, a compact block of three

U-tubes, was to alternately heat and cool the gases, whereby
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water was removed completely, (Slightly wet formaldehyde

polymerises readily).

For the experiments involving the addition of water, a

trap was attached to the line containing freshly boiled dis¬

tilled water* This was freed from dissolved air by alternate

heating in a warm water bath and cooling to -180°Cj the gases

liberal ed cn warming were pumped away.

It is obvious that a knowledge of the reaction volume

(which includes the dead space of the capillary tube and the

spiral of the gauge) is essential if an attempt is to be made

to study the stoichiernetry of the reaction.

The pressure of a certain amount of oxygen was measured

in the reaction vessel at a noted temperature* The oxygen

was then removed by Toepler pump and its volume was determined

at room-temperature and pressure.
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GAS ANALYSIS

The apparatus employed is represented diagramatically in

figure 4.

By way of tube B, the gases were drawn from the collecting

tube A into the absorption tube C. The volume of the sample

was measured by transferring it to the 10 m.l, burette D,

closing tap J and adjusting the height of the reservoir E until

the mercury levels in D and F were the same (with tap G open

to the air) i,e, when the gas in D was at atmospheric pressure

(less the saturated vapour pressure of water), A slow flow

of water through the jacket ensured some constancy of temperature

which was read off on a thermometer.

The sample was then transferred to C and some of the

reagent required was drawn in from H, A few drops of mercury

were adde to form a seal between H and G, After absorption

was complete the gas was pushed back to the burette? D and the

spent reagent was removed at H, Last traces of reagents were

washed out first with dilute sulphuric acid, and finally with

water,

I is a silica combustion tube containing copper oxide

heated by a small furnace around it to 550°C, Before the

beginning of an analysis it was evacuated by manipulation of

the reservoir E, By a Toepler-like procedure gas was drawn

from I into D, Tap J was then closed to I and the gas was

pushed over to C and was eventually removed at H,

The reagents used for the various gases were as follows:-
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Gas Reagent

Carbon dioxide 30^ aqueous caustic potash
Oxygen Alkaline pyrogallol.
Ethylene Saturated bromine water.
Propylene A solution of 57 g« mercuric

sulphate in 200 gins,
sulphuric acid.

Cyclopropane &~?/o sulphuric acid.
Acetylene Alkaline potassium mercuri-iodide

solution.
Carbon monoxide 10^ cuprous chloride in cone, HC1,

H.ydrogen and paraffin hydrocarbons were determined by

combustion and nitrogen was obtained by difference. In actual

practice seme separation of the products was effected before

analysis. The product gases were pumped through a trap cooled

in liquid oxygen by the Toepler pump. The fraction, gaseous

at this temperature was collected and analysed for carbon

dioxide, oxygen, unsaturated hydrocarbons. cyclopropane, carbon

monoxide, hydrogen, methane, and nitrogen. The trap was then

allowed to warm up to -78°C, by replacing the liquid oxygen

by acetone cooled with solid carbon dioxide. Incidentally,

it was found that the addition of a few drops of paraffin oil

to the acetone prevented excessive frothing when the carbon

dioxide was added,

A second gas fraction was then pumped off and analysed

for carbon dioxide and cyclopropane. The contents of the trap

were then allowed to warm up to room temperature and air, dried

by passage through a calcium chloride tube, was then admitted

to the trap.

Qualitative Examination of the Gondensible Products.

The accumulated products from several experiments were

examined qualitatively. It was dissolved in 20 mis. of water.
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It had a oharaeteriatio odour and was slightly acid to litaw*

1, It was found that 1 ml. of the solution restored the

colour to Sehiff's Reagent, slowly and on standing.

2, The presence of formaldehyde us established by the

production of a violet colour when 1 ml, of the solution

wa..v heated with a sulphuric acid solution of c.uorriotrouic

acid (1 j8-dihydrcacynapiitlialene - ~$i 6 diaulphcnic acid),(47)«

3, The absence of acetone was indicated by the failure of

the sodium nitropruaside test* (48),

4* The acidity of the solution was only slight, 10 rals, of

it required ooly 1 ml, of.ff alkali for mar r&lisatioii.
tqO

Hie neutral solution thus obtained was evaporated gently

to about half bulk, A few drops of aqueous silver nitrate

were added but no precipitate appeared, On further

©vapors* ion some silver was deposited by escidation of

aldehyde "but no silver salts appeared,

5, One ml, of solution was tested for peroxides with a

methanolic aolu5im of ferrous thiooyan??te,(4$) There

was no development of the ferrlo thiocyan&te colour, thus

indicating the absence of peroxides,

6, The presence of acrolein in the oondenaitle products ma

suspected foa;- sane time. The failure of the <r- dia-

niaiuirie reaction can not be said to be due to the masking

effect of formaldehyde since the reagent is four hundred

times more sensitive to acrylic aldehyde than formaldehyde

and since the former aldehyde gives darker colours with

the reagent than formaldehyde, (50),
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7, The failure to obtain a trinitrohenzoyl derivative in¬

dicated the absence of a reasonable quantity of alcohols

and various colorimetric tests were applied with negative

results for other aldehydes, (51)•

Determination of water formed in the reaction

There are many physical methods available for the de¬

termination of reasonably large quantities of water. Of the

many attempts to determine small amounts chemically, by far the

most successful is the Karl Fischer method which involves the

following reactions between sulphur dioxide, iodine, pyridine,

nethanol and water. Smith, Bryant and Mitchell (52) represented

the reaction as followsj- /So*
SO^ + I^ V\xO >iCsHsN-UT4-CsH5M<^

e5H*M<fa +CHaOM —> C5HsN<S°/''eHao

The solution of sulphur dioxide, iodine and pyridine

dissolved in dry methanol (the Karl Fischer reagent) is unstable,

partly due to its extremely hygroscopic nature and partly due to

the other reactions talcing place even in the absence of water.

For this reason it must be standardised against a standard

solution of water before use.

The visual determination of the end-point (change from

chromate-yellow to a yellow permanently tinged with the reddish-

brown of free iodine) is uncertain. For this reason and also

to prevent absorption of moisture during titration a commercial

titration unit was use which was claimed to exclude moisture
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and which incorporated a sensitive micro-ammeter to measure

conductance between two platinum electrodes immersed in the

titration mixture which is stirred by a stream of dry nitrogen.

At the beginning of the titration the meter registers about

five scale divisions while the end-point vra.s taken when the

meter registered about eighty scale divisions for at least

half a minute.

The Karl Fischer reagent was prepared according to the

formula of Smith, Bryant and Mitchell,(52), A solution

of 84. 7 g- iodine and 269 mis, pyrdine in 667 mis. dry methanol

was cooled in a slurry of ice, 64 g. of liquid sulphur

dioxide was added slowly and with stirring. The solution was

rapidly transferred to the storage bottle on the apparatus.

Determination of Formaldehyde Formed in the Reaction

The amount of formaldehyde present in the condensible

products was determined by a method similar to tliat of Bricker

and Johnson (53)«

100 mgras, i 10 mgms, of chronotropic acid were weighed

into a 30 mis, beaker and 1 ml, of solution of formaldehyde

was added. 5 mis. of concentrated sulphuric acid were added

slowly and with cooling and the solution was then heated for

30 minutes on a boiling water bath. The solution was then

cooled and diluted to 50 mis. in a graduated flask, 'When

the temperature fell to that of the room the volume was made

up to exactly 50 mis. and the optical intensity of the solution

was then compared with that of a reagent blank at 570 ra,m.
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In exactly the same way the optical intensity was measured,

of solutionsobtained by treatment of 1 ml. of various standard

solutions of formaldehyde. These were prepared by suitable

dilution of e 32 formalin solution which was standardised by

titration with iodine.

Results

2.5 ccs. of the formalin solution were diluted to 500 cos

with distilled water. Two 25 mis. samples were pipetted into

conical flasks where they were treated with 50 ccs. of 0.0955 N

iodine introduced by pipette. The solutions were then treated

with 10;; caustic soda until a pale yellow colour developed and

were allowed to stand for 15 minutes with occasional shaking.

On acidifying with dilute hydrochloric acid, unchanged hypoidite

was reliberated as iodine and this was then back titrated in

the usual way with 0.0947 N thiosulphate.

Thus 25 mis. of the diluted formalin solution required

(50 - 21.55 x 0.0947) mis. of 0.0955 N iodine for oxidation

But 30 gms. CH?0 « 2 li. N Ig
.•. Formaldehyde nresent in ?5 mis, solution

Titrations^21.53 mis. and 21.57 mis.

i.e. mean titration:21.55 mis. 0.0947 N thio-sulphate.

= (50 - 21.55 x 0.0947) x 0.0955 x 0.00150 gms.

Hence 1 cc of' this solution contains 0.00164 gms. of

formaldehyde.

By suitable dilution of 10 mis. samples of this solution,

solutions containing 8.9, 16.4» 32.8, 65.6, 82.0, 104.0 and 164.0
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micrograms of formaldehyde/ml. were obtained. These provided

satisfactory colorimetric standards and the data in table no. '

illustrate the variation of extinction coefficient -.vith changing

formaldehyde concentration.

TABLE NO. 1.

of Formaldehyde Log.
(Vol.)

8-2 0;074
16}4 0-157
32*8 0*287
65*8 0-544
82*0 0*670

104'0 0-754
164*0 0-948
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experimental results
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A TYPICAL EXPEKBI: ."NT

The apparatus was evacuated for one hour, 30 that the

pressure in the system was 10 Sm,m, or below, as measured by

the $cLeod gauge. It was ensured that the temperature was

ccnstant at 678°A» The taps A, B, C, D, E and F were then

closed and. dry air was admitted through tap I to the gauge

jacket until the manometer showed a pressure head of 177*4 m.m.

By opening tap G the connecting tubing was filled with

cyclopropane, Tap G- was then reclosel and by manipulation of

taps D and E the hydrocarbon was cautiously admitted to the

reaction vessel until the gauge-pointer's shadow returned to

the null point an the screen. Tap A was then opened to remove

all cyclopropane left in the connecting tubing.

Dry air was again admitted to the gauge jacket until the

manometer registered a pressure of 328*8 m.m, and 151*4 m.m, of

oxygen were allowed into the reaction vessel in a manner similar

to that adopted in the case of hydrocarbon. The stop-watch

was started just as the first of the oxygen entered the reaction

vessel.

After all the residual cccygen in the tubing had been pumped

away, the pressure in the gauge jacket was increased by admission

of a little more air and the manometer readings were taken.

When the pointer's shadow returned to the zero mark, the time

was noted and the external gauge pressure was again altered.

By this procedure, the rather cumbersome technique of altering

the external pressure to balance the pointer movement was

avoided.
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The alterations of pressure were designed to give time

intervals of "between one minute and ninety seconds. When

there was no further change of pressure and the final reading

had been taken, taps D, E and P were opened and the products

were pumped through the trap J as previously described. After

the gas fractions had been collected and the trap J had warmed

up to roc® temperature, dry air was admitted to it, 20 mis.

of dry methanol were then pipetted into the trap which was

then carefully removed and s toppered. Meanwhile the tap P

was closed and the remainder of the apparatus was evacuated in

readiness for the next experiment. The pressure-time record

is given in table No, 2, The table also gives the values of

the rates operative over the times between consecutive pressure

readings. The times t'mi&way between these readings are also

given. Another column in the table lists the logaritluns of

the pressure changes noted at each time.
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TableTTo.2

Evacuationtimea1hour
HunHo.£.99

Temperaturea701A

iir

Time (minutes)

eftlimb.

Eightlimb.
?fea<!

Pressure Ohange

4og. *V>

KateITine
t'

Kemsfes.

-

594*6

0

444*8

5*00

443*8

6*92

440*0

7*57

435*1

8-32

425*0

9*00

410*2

9*60

395*0

10*08

382*2

10*78

369*1

15*00

366*2

772*0

177*4

773*6

328*8

773*6

329*8

773*6

333*6

773*6

338*5

773*7

348*7

773*9

563*7

774*0

379*0

774*1

391*9

774*3

405*2

774*5

403*3

1*0 4*8 9*7

19*9 34*9 50*2 63*1 76*4 79*5

0*0000 0-$812 0*9868
1*2989 1*5428 1*7007 1*8000 1*6831 1*9004

0*20 1*98 7*54 13*60 21*95 25*50 26*69 19*00 0*73

2*50 5*96 7*25 7*95 3*67 9*30 9*85 10*43 13*05

177*4ael>■opa*if admitted. 151*4n.n.oxygen admitted.

-s
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From the aata in the table many import ant factors may be

determined. The graph No. 1 illustrated the variation of

with time. The curve is a smooth S-shaved one of the tyne

normally found in free radical hydrocarbon oxidations, which

are also characterised by a long induction period. The

second grar^h (No. 2) illustrates the method of determination

of the maximum rate. The rates (table No. 2) are plotted

against time (t') and the curve shows the gradual increase

of rate to a maximum aiter which it falls off again to aero.

The application of the Semenov theory of degenerate

branching chains to the reaction is justified by the graph

(No. 3) of log A|o against time. This graph is linear over a

very considerable period but begins to curve away some time

before the attainment of maximum rate, and roust be considered

to be a better line than raary which have appeared in the

literature. The gradient of the line, if multiplied by 2.303

gives the net-bratxcning factor but since this offers no

particular advantage, future reference in this thesis to the

net-branching fac tor actually means the gradient of the line

relating log. Ab and t i.e.10 2/5.03

It is to be concluded from the results obtained in this

typical experiment that the rate of the reaction increased to a

maximum value and that the early part of the reaction, at least*

proceeded in accordance with the relationship A• Further¬

more the reaction was characterised by a long induction period#

These are characteristic features of a chain reaction with
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degenerate branching ana in accordance with earlier work

in the slow-combustion field the following parameters of the

reaction were considered to be of importance - the maximum

rate, imo.* » the net-branching factor A'J the time elapsing

before the occurrence of a pressure change of 1 millimetre,"Y }

the time elapsing before the attainment of maximum rate,G J

the pressure change occurring during the time 0 , and
.

tne total pressure change, values of these

parameters ere given in table No, 3 which refers to the typical

experiment just described.

TABLE NO, 3,
.

Results of a Typical Experiment

Run No, B.99

Initial pressure of cyclopropane (^cP ) = 177*4 num.
•

Initial pressure of oxygen ) = 151,4 m,m.

o

Temperature = 701 A

JL.X ss 26,8 m. m, /minute

A' 38 0.394

T ss 5,0 mins

6 ss 9,8 mins.

56 num.

ss 79.5 num.

Determination of the Reaction-vessel Volume

A volume of oxygen was admitted to the reaction vessel

(by wnich is understood the vessel itself and the dead space

up to the tan and up to the gauge) and when it came to thermal

equilibrium, the gauge pointer was brought back to the zero

■
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mark and the external (balancing) pressure was read off an the

manometer. The temperature of the vessel was noted. The

oxygen was then removed by the Toepler pump and was collected

over mercury. Its volume was measured in the usual way in

the gas analysis apparatusj the mercury in the burette was

moistened with water and the volume was corrected for the

pressure of saturated water vapour.

Results

In the vessel, pressure of oxygen = 90*3 m.m.

Temperature of vessel a 682*5 A.

In the gas analysis burette, volume = 8*48 c.cs,

atmospheric pressure » 746*7 m.m.

saturated vapour pressure a 17*0 m.ia.

temperature a 292 *5 °A.

Since the gas employed was oxygen the applicability of the

gas laws is unquestionable. Hence the reaction volume is

given by:-

T . 72?-7 * 8-W x 682-? a-03_
90-3 x 292-5

i.e. reaction volume a 159*9 c.cs.

A second determination showed the volume to be 159*1 c.cs,

and so the true volume was taken to be 159*5 c.cs. (i.e. the

mean of two results).

Typical Gas Analysis;- (Run no. E54-).

First fraction (permanent gases)

Total volume a 16*45 ccs. Barometric pressure a 741*5
Temperature a 10*5P0, S.V.P, at 10*5°C a 9*5 m.m.



Vet* of ssaple - 9*51 ccs.

Vol. less 0g - 4*21 ccs. Vol of 0? in sasiple • 5*30 ccs. Pressure of O2 in vessel » 100*6 a.a.

Vol. less 03!% - 4*19 ccs. Vol. of C3H6 in sasple » 0*02 Ccs. Pressure of in vessel ■ 0*2 sub.

Vol. less 03 • 0*23 ccs. Vol. of CO in sample » 3*% ccs. Pressure of CO in vessel - 75*1 ».».

Vol. after combustion Vol. of Hg in sample » 0*08 ccs. Pressure of Hg in vessel » 1*5 sua.
" 0*15 ccs. v0i, 0f gfy in Saapie « 0*03 ccs. Pressure of Cft, in vessel • 0*7 b«b.

Vol. less ©? " 0"'2 ccs.
Vol. of N2 in s aple • 0*12 ccs. Pressure of Ng in vessel - 2*6 bub.

Second fraction (non-pem<nent gases)

Total volume - 16*32 ccs. Barometric pressure - 741*5 bub. Temperature • 10*5°C.
S.V.P. at 10*5°C - 9*5 i.e.

Vol. of saaple • 9*31 ccs.

Vol. less 03^ - 0*38 ccs. Vol. of in saapie » 8*93 ccs. Pressure of 03^ in vessel » 171*9
Vol. less ©g • 0*00 ccs. Vol. of COg 1n sample - 0*38 ccs. Pressure of C0g in vessel « 7*3

Analysis of gaseous products (as pressures in vessel E at 678°A)

C3Hg s 172*1 ra.m.

O2 = 100*6 m.m.

CO » 75*1 m.m.

OO2 » 7*3 m.m.

H2 = 1 *5 m.m,

CH^ = 0*7 m.m.

N2 a 2*4 m*m.

Typical analysis for water (Run no, E8)

The contents of the trap -were treated with 25*0 mis. of

methanol and two 10 mis. samples were titrated with the Karl

Fischer reagent. Two 10 mis. samples of the methanol used wer

also titrated with the reagent, a3 were two 10 mis. samples of

e

the standard water solution containing 1 g, of water per litre

of the same methanol.
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Results

Titration of 10 nts. of nethanol. Tltres • 3*60 is Is. nd 3*62 nls. - 3*61 sits.

Titration of 19 its. of standard solution. litres • 8*61 nls, and 8*61 nls.

Titration of 10 sis, of unknown solution. Titres - 5*® «ls. and 5*83 nls.

W*5 nls. of nethanol • 36*06 nls. of Krl Fischer reagent

So 8*1 g. H^O • 86*1 nls. — 56*1 nls. • 50*0 nls. reagent
1.0. 1 nl. reagent - 0*0020 g. Hj,9
Now 25 nls. of nethanol • 2*5 * 3*61 nls. Karl Fischer reagent

H28 In the trap • 2*5 * (5*82 - 3*61) nls, reagent
. 2*5 x 2*21 x 0*9020 g. H#

. m . mi » 0-0020 „J»oo_ „s_ rt „,
18

- 13*75 ccs. stoan at N,T,P«
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THE EFFECT OP THE SURFACE

A characteristic of reactions involving chains with

degenerate "branching, which may be explained in the light of

the Semenov analysis is the extraordinary sensitivity of the

reaction rate and more markedly the induction period to the

state of the walls of the vessel. Several different reaction

vessels were employed in this investigation and, although the

differences in their surface and volume dimensions were small

they gave different results for the same experiment. Table

No, 4 gives the measured parameters for five vessels for the

reaction of 200 m.ra, of cyclopropane with 200 m.m, of oxygen

at 405°C (678°A), The table also includes details of surface

and volume measurements.

Table No, 4,

Initial a 200 m.m. T = 678*A,

Vessel
Surface
Area Volume

C.C-S.

/

A Y 0

A 190 197 5*9 0*122 31 45 53*1 100*8

B 172 159 10*4 0*163 15 20 55*7 100*0

C 188 180 9*1 0*165 28 38 52*4 99*6
D 166 151 11 *2 0*240 18 27 51 *0 99*2

E 160 145 6'3 0*115 23 37 58*1 100*0

It will be seen that the rates in vessels A and E are of

the same order while those in the other three vessels are also

comparable with each other. Apart from the smaller volumes of

vessels A and E, there seems to be little distinction between

them and the other three. It is possible, of oourse, that

some slight difference in the nature of the glass accounts for
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the results in table No, 4#Kin©tlc&l experiments «m carried

out in vessels A, B and D (mainly in B) and the form of the

kinetioal characteristics of the reaction was found to he

unaltered by change of vessel# although the absolute values

of the parameters varied between the three vessels.

The behaviour of the vessels during the ageing process is

also worthy of comment. Vessels G, D and E required the per¬

formance of ofily a few (al .out 6) experiments before steady state

conditions were attained. In vessels A and B# on the other hand,

the rate gradually increased beocedng steady after some twenty

experiments, It was also noted that the induction periods in

the first three experiments were roughly the same as the final

(steady state) value of Q but during the tlltiffgliiliijj. experiments

© rose to a maximw, in the ease of the maximum rate, however,
«

the trend was slow and continuous from 3*7 in the first to 9*7

in the nineteenth experiment, Hie results of these nineteen

experiments are given in table No, 5,

Table No, 5,
Ageing on a new vessel.

Initial j°tf. a 200 m,a, K,« 110 m»ra«
t a 678°A. Vessel

Run No. Q

B 1 3*7 53
h 2 4*5 25
B 3 4*5 26
B 4 5*6 45
B 5 5*6 49
is 6 6*1 34
B 7 6*0 50
E 8 6*5 63
B 9 7*7 43
B10 8*0 48
B11 9*0 4?
B12 9*2 40
B13 9*4 37
B14 9*8 24
E15 9*4 56
£16 9*6 29
B17 9*5 39
BIB 9*8 23
B19 9*7 23
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Even after the attainment of a steady state the re¬

producibility of results could be drastically changed. For

example if the vessel was allowed to cool down without ad¬

mitting air to it and was then reheated, the ensuing experiments

yielded low results for the maximum rate and high values for

the induction period. Gradually these parameters returned to

their normal value as is shown in table No, 6,

Table No* 6,

Experiments performed after cooling of the vessel

Initial |\p m 200 m,m, j=>0x« 110 m,m,
T » 678°A. Vessel B

Run No. iLax &

B 128 5*7 70
B 129 6*3 51
B 130 6*9 34
B 131 7*2 30
B 132 7*9 27
B 133 8*9 25
E 134 9*7 22
B 135 9*7 23

It will be observed that the cooling of the vessel only

reduced the rate by some 35/» and that only eight experiments

were needed for the reattairment of equilibrium conditions.

( * 9-7 5 © a a a. ), In this connection it will also be

noted that the trend in 6 is continuous in table no, 6 from

70 minutes in experiment No, 128 to 23 in No. 135* Another

effect of great importance was that obtained by the admission

of air to the hot vessel. This manifested itself in the pro¬

duction of lower rates and shorter induction periods which,

however, soon returned to normal.

Apart from these considerations the state of surface of
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the vessels seemed sometimes to change in some way very suddenly

and in contrast with those effects above, the change, on occasion,

was irreversible. Two examples, each of a different nature,

will suffice to illustrate the point. In vessel D during a

series of experiments to determine the effect of variation of

initial oxygen pressure upon the reaction, results consistent

with expectation were obtained. These included an experiment
O

with 300 of oxygen and 100 m#m# of cyclopropane at 701 A

(run No. D 14). When sane time later, the same run was re-

peated during the study of the effect of variation of initial

hydrocarbon pressure (run No. D 21), different results were

obtained for the reaction parameters. These latter results,

however, were consistent with the other values obtained in

the study of the variation of initial cyclopropane pressure.

The results are given in table No, 7,

Table No, 7.

Initial «s 100 m.m, 300 m.m.

T = 701°A Vessel D

ton No* JL, A' 0
D 14 7*6 0*27 12

D 21 8*6 0*183 18

The second example of this sudden change occurred in vessel B,

During the running - in of this vessel the steady state in¬

duction period for a mixture of 200 m.m, cyclopropane and 110 m.m.

oxygen at 678 A was 23 minutes (table No. 5), During the

study of variation of oxygen pressure with initial hydrocarbon

pressure 200 m.m., results were obtained with which to be
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consistent an induction period of 59 minutes -would be required

for that experiment. No change had taken place in the maximum

rate, however, which was 9*7 m,m, per minute in each case.

The change in 0 with no accompanying change in rate became

even more remarkable when, a very considerable time later,

during the experiments on the effect of cooling of the vessel

(table No. 6) there was a return (in the steady state) to the

value of 23 minutes for the induction period,

Mr, W, N, Broatch obtained some very interesting results

in experiments designed to determine the effect of changes of

surface upon the reaction parameters. He compared these

characteristics for the reaction of 200 m.m. of each gas in a

cylindrical pyrex vessel with those obtained in a second vesse

of identical geometry packed with pyrex capillary tubing so

that its surface to volume ratio was 11 *7 times that of the

unpacked vessel. The changes which occursed are tabulated

below.

Table No, 8,

Comparison of results in packed and unpaoked
vessels.

Vessel
.. . _

^

a 200 m.m, a Initial |p0x
A' y G

0*86 0*008 283 349

8*1 0*078 35 51'

Packed vessel 0*86 0*008 283 349 56*3 80

Unpacked vessel
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THE DEPENDENCE OF THE MAXIMUM RATE UPON CONDITIONS.

1. Dependence Upon Initial Oxygen Pressure

A aeries of experiments was performed at 678*A (405°C)
with a fixed cyclopropane pressure of 178 m.m, and with varying

amounts of oxygen over the range 50 - 200 m.m. Other similar

series of experiments were then performed at the same temperature

with the fixed initial cyclopropane pressures 200 m.m. , 250 m.m.

and 300 m.m, respectively. The results are shown in tables

Nos, 9, 10, 11, 12 and on the graph (No. 4)

Table No. 9 Table No, 10

[nitial !jt(,a 178 m.m. T = 678*A Initial k„a 200 m. m. T
Vessel B Vessel B

Run No. J) Run No, K £Owno.K

B 43 50*0 3*0 B 24 50*0 4*4
B b2 89*7 5*9 B 26 70*0 6*3
B 44 101 '0 6*7 B 25 100*5 8*9
B 39 108 *4 7*6 B 27 130*0 10*3
B 41 149*4 7*8 B 30 199*8 10*4
B 49 200*9 8*0 B 28 248*7 10*2

Table No. 11 Table No. 12

Initial 250 m.m, T a 678°A Initial ^p= 300 m.m. T a 678° A
Vessel B Vessel B

Run No, K J Run No. k f
B 35 48*3 5*4 B 67 49*5 7*2
B 34 94*5 11*4 B 62 97*4 13*6
B 33 109*8 12*7 B 68 101*7 13*9
B 38 124*7 13*9 B 70 147*2 19*4
B 32 134*8 16*0 B 71 149*7 19*6
B 31 180*0 16*7 E 72 178*3 22*3
B 36 198*8 16*2 B 64 198*0 24*0
B 37 250*0 16*4 B 66 252*7 24*0

It will be clearly seen that there are two distinct

regions on each curve. There is, at lower oxygen pressures,
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an apparently linear dependence of the maximum rate which changes

to an independence at higher pressures of oxygen. The trans¬

ition from dependence to independence is seen to he fairly

critical at lower cyclopropane pressures, whereas with 300 m.m.

of hydrocarbon, the linear relationship obtains only at lower

oxygen pressures the change to independence being much more

gradual.

It is also evident that the "critical oxygen pressure"

increased with the increase of initial hydrocarbon pressure.

Table No, 13 shows the quantitative influence of the latter upon

the critical oxygen pressure which has been found by extra¬

polation of the early linear part of each graph to cut the line

of oxygen independence, Graph (No. 5) demonstrates the re¬

lation existing between critical oxygen pressure and initial

cyclopropane pressure. Furthermore table No. 14 illustrates

the dependence of the gradient of the early (linear) part of

each graph upon the initial hydrocarbon pressure. These results

are plotted upon the same graph (No. 5),

TABLE NO. 13

KJ?

TA8U NO. 14

Gradient of ftp
Extrapolated)^ Extrapo lateE^o h. extrapolated line gradient

178 108 1*65 178 0-0741 2402

200 118 1*70 200 0*0873 2291

250 143 1*75 250 0*1140 2191

300 168 1*78 300 0*142? 2100

Now, in the region wherein

oxygen pressure, the gradient of the line and hence the rate at
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any oxygen pressure, below the critical pressure, depends also

upon initial cyclopropane pressure, i.e. Pate ©£

Above the critical oxygen pressure, however, the maximum rate is

independent of oxygen pressure but, being given by the product

of the gradient of the line and the critical oxygen pressure, is

proportional to the square of the initial hydrocarbon pressure

i.e. Rate oc ww:. Thus the two distinct regions of oxygen

pressure dependence appear to indicate two totally different

regions of order vis. Rate = . |p0i_ below the critical
. ^ ©

oxygen pressure and Rate m K%pc.p Po1 above the critical
oxygen pressure.

The dependence of rate upon initial oxygen pressures was

determined for an initial cyclopropane pressure of 250 m«rc. at

a temperature of 651°A (378*0). The results are given in

table No, 15 and graph (No, 6) shews the dependence of the

maximum rate upon initial oxygen pressure for 250 m.m. of

hydrocarbon both at 651'A and at 678°A,
Table No, 15

Initial }\p = 250 m.m. T « 651*A Vessel B

Run No, i

B 95 40*0
B 94 69*9
B 93 99*0
B 92 134*2
B 91 180*4
B 90 233*7

In principle, the graphs are the same but both the gradients

the critical oxygen pressures are vastly different in the two

1*8
3*1
3*8
4*2
4*4
4*7
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oases. The transition from dependence to independence is

probably raucn more gradual at the lower temperature and it will

be clearly seen that the kinetics Rate ^cp- J3®,. are operative
t>

over a considerably shorter oxygen pressure range at 651 A,

The oxygen-pressure dependence was redetermined for an
O

initial cyclopropane pressure of 178 m,m, at 701 A, As might

have been anticipated from the temperature effect observed above,

the kinetics Rate o(. jq^. JoDj_ operate over a very large range

of oxygen pressures in this case. Results are given in table

No, 16 and graph No, 7 illustrates the change of the curve

(rate against initial oxygen pressure) for a fixed cyclopropane

pressure of 178 ra.m, at 701 A and 678 A,

Table No, 16

Initial * 178 m.m. T = 701* A Vessel B

Run No, K f« VV\Ok.\t

B 97 50*7 6*9
E106 78*8 14*0
B 98 98*6 16*6
B 99 151 *4 26*7
B100 200*3 36

The experiments described so far were all performed in the

second reaction vessel B and it is interesting to study the

effect of change of vessel upon the oxygen dependence of the

maximum rate of reaction. Table No, 17 lists the results

obtained at 678°A with 200 m.m, of cyclopropane and varying

amounts of oxygen. The graph No, 8 shows two lines, one

relating to each vessel, for 200 m.m, of hydrocarbon at 678 A*ror dvv m.

It will be seen that, apart from differences in the absolute
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values of the rates, the kinetioal characteristics are the

same in the two cases, although the critical oxygen pressure is

somewhat higher in the second vessel (B)

Table No. 17

Initial ^p = 200 m.m. T a 678*A Vessel A

Run No.

A 41 52 '1 2 *6
A 42 84*7 4*3
A 37 106*5 5*5
A 40 150*9 5*7
A 38 189*8 5*9
A 39 234*8 6*1

Table No. 18 and graph Nc . 9 illustrate the maximum rate-

initial oxygen pressure relationship in vessel D at 701 A with

an initial hydrocarbon pressure of 100 m.m, Once again, the
■

kinetical behaviour is seen to be the sane as in other cases,
"

there Existing a region of linear dependence which is followed

by an independence.

Table No. 18

Initial = 100 m.m. T = 701°A Vessel D

Run No.

D 18 49*0 3*2
D 13 100*5 5*9
D 17 12,4*5 6*5
D 15 186 -3 6*9
D 16 240«o 7*3
D 14 298*8 7*6

2. Dependence Upon Initial Cyclopropane Pressure

The proved existence of two regions of oxygen dependence

and the prediction (from critical oxygen pressures) of two
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regions of cyclopropane dependence necessitated care in selection

of conditions for study of the effect of variation of initial

hydrocarbon pressure upon the maximum rate. The knowledge

gained of the critical oxygen pressures and their dependence

upon initial cyclopropane pressure and temperature facilitated

the study of dependence of the rate upon the hydrocarbon pressure

in the different regions,

A series of experiments was carried out at 678°A with

initial oxygen pressure of 200 ra.m, and cyclopropane pressures

in the range 150 m.m, to 500 m,m* In other words it was as¬

certained that for each cyclopropane pressure employed, 200 m.m,

of oxygen was above the critical oxygen pressure. The results

are given in table No, 19 and are plotted on graph No, 10,

Table No. 19

Initial |>0j_ ■ 200 ra.m. T * 678°A Vessel B

Run No, l°cp ?

B 21 152*0 5*9 23100
B 23 159*0 6*4 25280
B 49 177*9 8*0 31650
B 20 200*0 10*4 40000
B 36 249*7 16*3 62350
B 64 300*0 24*0 90000

Another series of experiments was carried out at the same

temperature (678 A) with initial cscygen pressure of 70 m.m, the

hydrocarbon pressures varying over the range 150 m.m. to 400 a.;

i.e. every cyclopropane pressure was so high that 70 m.m. of

oxygen fell below the critical oxygen pressure. The results

are given in table No. 20 and are plotted on the same graph No. 10,
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Table No. 20

Initial ^ = 70 m.m. T a 678 °A Vessel B

Run No. Ipc*- j1
B 74 150*0 4*3
B 78 202*5 6*3
B 77 252*0 7*7
B 73 300*0 9*3
B 76 350*0 11*0
B 75 400*0 12*7

The third curve on the graph was obtained by plotting maximum

rate against initial cyclopropane pressure for several experi¬

ments at 701°A with an initial pressure of 79 m.m, in every

case. The results are given in detail in table No, 21,

Tab le No, 21

Initial = 79 m.m, T .« 701 °A Vessel B

Bun No, u j) .3.
re<=> J *<*** pcp

B 108 99*2 3*6 98HO
B 107 128*5 5*6 1 6510
B 117 150*0 9*0
B 106 177*8 14*0
B 116 198*7 17*6
B 115 221*2 19*8
B 114 258*8 27*8

The graphs clearly demonstrate the verification of the

prediction of the existence of the two regions of dependence of

rate upon cyclopropane pressure. Thus it is evident that, at

678°A, with oxygen pressures below the critical, the rate is

proportional to the cyclopropane pressure. With oxygen
«

pressures auove the critical, at 678 A, the dependence is

obviously greater than linear and the linearity of the plot of

rate against the square of the initial cyclopropane pressure

shows the index of dependence to be two (graph No. 13). Hence
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there is complete Justification, now, for expressing the rate

in terms of initial pressures in the following form:-

Rate l?^- t^o,. if )a0i_ < critical oxygen pressure
Rate <A . |d0° if |p0^ p critical oxygen pressure

It is instructive to observe tiiat in this seacard case,

the graph indicates that the linear relationship must be re¬

placed by the dependence when the hydrocarbon pressure falls to

about 120 m.ra. by which time, of course, the condition ^>0i less
than the critical oxygen pressure no longer holds since the

critical oxygen pressure for a cyclopropane pressure of 120 m.in,

would be expected to be about 70 m#ra.

The third graph on. the paper, referring to the experiments

at 701°A with 79 m.m, of oxygen, clearly shows the change of

mechanism at aoout 130 ra,m» of cyclopropane. Above that pressure

the relationship is obviously a linear one. Below 130 m.m. of

cyclopropane, however, the relationship is more complex and the

graph of maximum rate against the square of the hydrocarbon

pressure for lower pressures shown on graph No,13 reveals that

the dependence is again a square one,

The experiments so far described were all performed in

the second reaction vessel (B) but apart from the lower absolute

values of the rates observed in vessel (a) the kinetic&l charac¬

teristics were found to be identical. Table No. 22 lists

rates measured in the latter vessel at 678 a with an initial

cocygen pressure of 150 m.m. (higher than the critical oxygen
I

pressures for the cyclopropane pressures employed). The

results are plotted on grapa No, 11 and the square dependence is
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proved on graph No. 13«

Table No. 22.

Initial 150 m,m. T = 678 °A Vessi

Run No, jpcP fsi WUX<y.

A 35 176*3 4*1 31070
A 25 199*1 5*1 39650
A 23 201 *8 5*3 40720
A 14 208*0 5*6 43270
A 33 250*5 8*4 62750
A 28 299 *0 11*9 89430
A 32 302*2 12*6 91330
A 30 304*0 12*2 92380

Since all these experiments were carried out with a

stoichiometric excess of cyclopropane, a series of experiments

with 300 ra.m. of oxygen and varying quantities of hydrocarbon

over the range of 80 m.m. to 130 ra.ra. was performed at 701°A in

vessel D. The results are detailed in table No. 23 and the

figures are plotted on graph No, 12, This is a graph of the
1 v

form Hate .

Table No. 23

Initial 300 m.m. T = 701° A Vessel t>

Run No.

D 26
D 21
D 20
D 22
D 24

Graph No. 13 shows the linear relation between maximum

rate and the square of the initial hydrocarbon pressures. It

refers to the experiments listed in tables Nos. 19, 22 and 23

K* >JvM,o-y. tc.
90 7*0 8100

100*0 8*6 10000
110*2 10*0 12150
120*0 ' 12*2 14400
130*0 14*4 16900

and to the experiments in table No. 21 at lower hydrocarbon

pressure.
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3, Dependence Upon the Temperature

The effect of temperature changes upon the maximum rate

of an autocatalytis chain reaction is in principle the same as

the Influence of temperature change upon the rate of more simple

reactions. In the latter case, however, the dependence of

rate upon temperature has a very important significance. The

well-known expression due to Arrhenius is found to apply#

,. „■»
where k « the specific rate constant

R » the gas constant

T w the absolute temperature

A and E are constants over small temperature ranges, A being

practically independent of temperature and E an energy term,

the activation energy of the reaction.

In the case of a chain reaction, the Arrhenius relation

is usually obeyed but the "activation energy" is then of compl

significance being a function of the activation energies of all

the elementary reactions in the chain.

By taking logarithms of the Arrhenius expressions we

obtain:-

E
Log k es log A - ——

RT

Thus by plotting log k, or what is equivalent, log maximum i-ate
(■

against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature, a straight
— E .

line of gradient p should be obtained.

In the case in point two different series of experiments

were performed to investigate the influence of temperature upon,

the maximum rate. In the first series, the rate of reaction
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of a mixture of 250 m.m, cyclopropane and 70 m.m, of oxygen was

measured at various temperatures over the range 651°A - 705°A,
The results are given in table No. 24. In the second series

of experiments the mixture employed consisted of 178 m.m. of

cyclopropane and 200 ra.ra, of oxygen while the temperatures ranged

from 660°A - 701°A. These results are given in table No. 25.

Two Arrhenius plots are drawn on the graph No, 14.

TA31E NO. 24 TABLt NO* 25

Vessel 8

B 89 651 1-556

&n No.

te 70 !%R. . Initial b •
rep

178 9.B

Vessel 8

* k- 200

3-3 0-5185

Run No*

8 56

T

660

to*
T

1-515

fvwx-y
4-5 0-6532

4-4 0-6435 B 57 669 1-495 6-1 0-7853

4-9 0-6902 3 58 673 1-486 7-7 0-8865

6-2 0-7924 3 49 678 1-475 8-0 0-9031

7-7 0-8865 B 48 683 1-464 10-7 1-0294

9-2 0-9638 3 50 688 1-453 13-4 1-1271

11-6 1-0645 B 52 692 1-445 15-2 1-1818

15-2 1-1818 9 51 694 1-441 17-8 1-2504

19-7 1-2945 8 47 697 1-435 23-7 1-3747

3100 701 1-427 36 1-5563

B 88 658 1-520

B 87 665 1-504

B 86 671 1-490

B 77 678 1-475

B 83 683 1-464

8 80 689 1-451

3 81 697 1-435

9 84 702 1-425

It has already been demonstrated that there are two very

distinct types of kinetic behaviour characteristic of the slow

combustion of cyclopropane and that the proportion of oxygen in

the reacting mixture and the temperature are two important factors

which decide which of the two rate expressions Eate o<. jp^. |p0
or Hate is operative^ Thus the curvature over part—

of the activation energy plots is hardly unexpected. The

significance of the curvature will be discussed in sane detail
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later.

Meanwhile, it may be noted that the curvature occurs at

the high temperature end of the line referring to the cocygen-

rioh mixture and at the low temperature end of the other graph

The overall activation energies calculated from the slopes of

the straight portions are approximately the seme, 34*1 end 35*

respectively. It is interesting to note that Mr, Broatoh

determined the activation energy of the reaction as 35*2 kcal

in the packed vessel already described.

»

D

/mole
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■k* ?he effect of Added Nitrogen

In the slow combustion of cyclopropane, the existence of

two distinct types of kinetic behaviour necessitated the study

of a possible inert gas effect on each case, A series of ex¬

periments was performed with 200 m.m, each of cyclopropane and
O

oxygen at 673 A i.e. in a region where the kinetical relation

Rate jcCP ■ ^>0l_ was known to operate. The results given in
table No, 26 show that the reaction rate was independent of

total pressure, at least at moderate pressures, a result whioh

was hardly unexpected in view of the fact that under these

conditions increase of the oxygen pressure had no effect upon

the rate,

A second series of experiments was carried outj this

time at 701°A with 178 m.m. of hydrocarbon and 79 m,m. of oxygen

i.e. where the kinetical expression Rate was known

to hold, The results given in table No. 27 again show the

absence of an inert gas effect.

Table No. 26 Table No. 27

Initial 200 m.ro. 200 m.ra. Initial 178 m.ia. |p. a 79
T » 678'A Vessel E T = 701 °A Vessel B

Run No. jp^ Run No. ^
B 122 - 10*4 B 106 - 14-0
B 121 50*0 10*4 B 103 50*3 14*0
B 120 98*4 10*4 B 104 99*6 14*0

Using the packed vessel already described, Mr, W, N. Broatch

m

studied the effect of the addition of 100 m.m, of nitrogen to
Q

a mixture of 200 m.m, each of cyclopropane and oxygen, at 696 A.

The maximum rate was 1*4 m.m./minute with or without the addition

of nitrogen.
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5. The Effect of Added Hydrogen

It has been previously observed that molecular- hydrogen

inhibits hydrocarbon oxidation markedly (54). It may be

pointed out that the molecular velocity of hydrogen is Mx
the molecular velocity of nitrogen and that consequently

hydrogen molecules suffer collisions (perhaps deactivating a

chain carrier) some four times as frequently as nitrogen. The

specific effect of hydrogen upon pseudo-unimolecular reactions

1ms been discussed by Hinshelwood (55). It appears that the

effect is not due entirely to the greater velocity of hydrogen

since helium has no similar effect though, of course, the five

degrees of freedom of the hydrogen molecule, as compared with

the tijree of the helium molecule, must facilitate the transfer

of energy.

Ubbelohde (56) believes the process of inhibition by

hydrogen in hydrocarbon oxidation to be due to the deactivation

of the R02 * radicals (i.e. Those endowed with excess energy).
Thus R02* + H2 > R02 + H2*

Such a transfer of internal to translational energy would lead

to inhibition of the reaction. Prettre, on the other hand,

considers the retardation to be a surface effect (57).

In the present work, the effect of added hydrogen was

studied in reaction vessel D at 678 A with 200 m.m. each of

cyclopropane and oxygen* The results are given in table No. 28
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TA8LE HO. 28

Run Ka. Pretreatnent bH, P
03 One hour's evacuation » 11*2

D 4 One tour's evacuation 50 9*8

0 5 50 a.». of products of run to. 04 (IncL 5 sua. ty)
left in the heated vessel for 37 hours
One hour's evacuation « 8*5

0 8 One hour's evacuation » 8*6

0 7 One hour's evacuation - 8»9

D 8 50 sum. of products of run to. 07 (no. Hg) left
In the tot vessel for 67 hours
One hour's evacuation • 11*2

39 50 a.«. of hydrogen placed In tto hot vassal for
40 ainutes foI toted by one tour's evacuation * 8*6

0 10 Seven hour's evacuation - 9*4

Prop, these results It can be seen that the hydrogen effect

is not merely a gas effeot and is due in large part to a change

in the surface of the vessel, The results indicate that

normally the reaction walls are coated with some substance formed

in the reaction, that is removed by hydrogen but is not re¬

placed (since long evacuation has little effect) by any hydro¬

genous substance.
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TICK mmwEim OF irn ET FACTS* ago;; gcM>mcKs

1* Dependence upon Initial 0rvto Pressure

The experiments t#iioh yielded thia information have Icon

described already and it only remains to indicate the results*

In general, the net-branching factor varied with initial oxygen

pressure in a manner analagous to the noxiraun rate* Tables

Nq3. 29, 30, 31 and 32 give details of experiments performed

at 678% in reaction vessel B with 178, 200, 250 and 300 m*a* of

cyclopropane respectively. Tine results of these four series of

expertemts are plotted on graph Wo* 15*

TA3LE 33, 29 wax m. 39

Initial (3y 178 9,9. T • 678 4 Initial |^p» 20 t - mc

Vessel 8 Vessel i

Bun Us. K a' K f\'
343 50*3 0*995 324 50*9 0*970
342 89*7 9*128 a 26 70*0 0*100
344 101*0 0*145 825 ioo*5 9*145
833 108*4 0*180 827 130*0 9*160
9 41 149*4 0*170 330 119*8 0*163
349 290*9 0*169 8 28 2^8*7 0*165

TABLE fKU 31 mu m. 32

239 «.». 1 ■ 678"a 399 b.*. f • 678"ft
Vessel 3 Vessel 3

Hun fc. K A' Hun %* k
l

Av

8 35 48*3 0*145 8 67 49*5 9*191
934 94*5 0*251 362 97*4 0*274
3 33 109*8 0*210 363 101*7
3 38 124*7 9*225 870 147*2 0*313
a 32 134*8 0*240 B 71 149*7 0*329
3 31 190*0 9*250 a 72 178*3 0*367
836 198*8 0*259 §64 193*0 0*370
8 37 250*0 0*250 3 66 252*7 0*570
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Table No. 33 and graph No, 16 illustrate the variation of
T

the net-branching factor with change of oxygen pressure at 651 A
85

the initial cyclopropane pressure being again 250 m.m. The

graph also shows for comparison, the corresponding curve for

250 m.m. of hydrocarbon at 678 A.

Table No, 33

Initial \>oP ■ 250 m.m, T - 651*A Vessel B

Run No#
A0J&- A'

B 95 40-o 0*080
B 94 69*9 0*085
B 93 99*0 0*086
B 92 134*2 0*101
B 91 130*4 0*108
B 90 233*7 0*104

Table No. 34 gives the details of experiments with 178 m.m,

cyclopropane at 701°A and graph No. 17 illustrates the influence

of temperature upon the net-branching factor-initial oxygen

pressure curve for 178 m.m. of hydrocarbon. The next table of

results (No. 35) gives the data for experiments carried ait in

the first reaction vessel (a) at 678*1 with 200 m.m, of cyclo-

propane and with varying amounts of oxygen, The graph (No. 18)

compares the corresponding curves for the two vessels.

TABLE NO. 34 TABLE NO. 35

Initial (3p. 170 s.«. T - 701° A Initial ^ 200 e.s. T - 678*A

Vessel 3 Vessel A

Run Ho. K A' Run No. K, A'
3 97 50*7 0*286 A 41 52*1 0*077
B106 78*8 0*543 A 42 84*7 0*095
3 98 98*6 0*403 A 37 106*5 0*100
3 99 151*4 0*386 A 40 150*9 0*117
8100 200*3 0*387 A 38 189*8 0*122

A 39 234*8 0*115
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Table No. 36 contains the results of the experiments

carried out in vessel D at 701°A. The initial hydrocarbon

pressure in each experiment was 100 m m, and the oxygen pressures

ranged between 49 and 300 m.m. The graph (No. 19) again de¬

monstrates that the kinetic behaviour is largely independent of

the vessel, although the actual values of the parameters nay

vary considerably from vessel to vessel.

Table No. %

Initial (ctp a 100 m.m. T ■ 701° A Vessel D
Run No, fY

D 18 49-0 0*16
D 13 100*5 0*19
D 17 144*5 0*24
D 15 186*3 0*25
D 16 240*0 0*24
D 14 298*8 0*27

2. Dependence Upon Initial Cyclorrorrne Pressure

Tables No. 37» 38 and 39 give the details of experiments

carried out at 678 A, 678 A and 701 A with 200 m.m. , 70 la.ra, and

79 m.m. of oxygen respectively. The three series are represented

on the graph (No. 20).

TABLE IB. 37 TABLE NO. 38
Initial b, - ZOO sua. T - 678*A1 x Initial f>0 • 70 a.a. T * 678 A

Vessel 8 Vessel B

Bun So. kP ft' KP Sun to. ko fV
3 21 152*0 0*080 23100 8 74 150*0 0*108
B 23 159*0 0*090 252® 378 202*5 0*137
145 177*5 0*160 31650 B 77 252*0 0*193
3 20 200*0 0*163 40000 873 300*0 0*238
836 245*7 0*250 62350 B 76 350*0 0*250
8 64 300*0 0*370 90000 8 75 400*0 0*340
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Table No. 39

Initial 79 m.m. T a 701* A

Vessel B

Run No. IpCP A'

B 108 99 '2 0*170
B 107 128 *5 0*221
B 117 150*0 0*264
B 106 177*8 0*316
B 116 198*7 0*415
B 115 221 *2 0*490
B 114 258*8 0*650

Table No, 40 gives results obtained in the vessel A with 150 m.m.

O2 at 678°A and the graph (No. 21) illustrates the dependence of

A' upon j?tp. , The other figure on the graph relates to the

results in table No, 41 obtained in vessel D by varying the

cyclopropane pressure at 701°A with a stoichiometric excess

(300 m,m,) of oxygen.

TABLE no. 40 TABLE NO. 41

Initial \>0^m 150 (Mi. T • 678°A Initial \>a • 300 ■*. T • 701°A
Vessel A Vessel 0

ito No. a' Rtin No. HP a' KP
A 35 176*3 0*077 31070 0 25 80*0 0*085 6400
A 25 199*1 0*100 39650 0 26 90*0 0*145 8100
A 23 201*8 0*105 40720 0 21 100*0 0*183 10000
A U 208*0 0*112 43270 0 20 110*2 0*200 12150
A 33 250*5 0*166 62750 0 22 120*0 0*320 14400
A 28 299*0 0*218 89430 D 24 130*0 0-400 16900
A 52 302*2 0*226 91330
A 30 304*0 0*223 92380

Two types of dependence will be recognised, a linear

dependence and a higher dependence. That this second dependence

was a square one was shown fey the straight-line graph ©f A'

against the square of the initial cyclopropane pressures (graph

No. 22) shown in tables No. 37, 40 and 41,
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3. Dependence Upon the Temperature

Experiments designed to elucidate the temperature dependence

of the reaction have been already described in the section dealing

with maximum rates. Two distinct series of experiments were

performed and the net-branching factors have been calculated and

are tabulated in tables Nos. 42 and 43, the former relating to

experiments at different temperatures with a mixture of 250 m.m,

cyclopropane and 70 m.m. of csxygen and the latter referring to the

reaction of a mixture of 178 m.m, of hydrocarbon and 200 m.m.

. o o

of oxygen at various temperatures over the range 651 A - 705 A*

Graph No. 23 illustrates the variation of log A' with reciprocal

absolute temperature for the two series#

Table No, 42

Initial ^ # 250 m.m. f»0ip 70 m.m#

Vessel B

Hun No. T IE1
T

1

/\ ■kg.-A
B 89 651 1.536 0*105 0*0212
B 88 658 1 *520 0*120 0*0792
B 87 665 1*504- 0*123 0*0899
B 86 671 1 *4-90 0*101 0*2577
E 77 678 1 *4-75 0*216 0*334-5
B 83 683 1 *4-64- 0*263 0*4200
B 80 689 1*4-51 0*320 0*5051
B 81 697 1*4-35 0*477 0*6785
B 84- 702 1*425 0*576 0*7604.
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Table No. 43

Initial |\p = 178 m.m. H>» 200 m.m.

Vessel B

Run No. T
to*
T /V •&3.0

£ 5^ 660 1 *515 0*112 0*0492
B 57 669 1*495 0*135 0*1303
B 58 673 1 *2(86 0*147 0*1673
B 49 678 1*475 0*170 0*2304
B 48 683 1*464 0*200 0*3010
E 30 688 1*453 0*220 0*3424
B 52 692 1*445 0*310 0*4914
B 51 694 1*441 0*380 0*5798
B 47 697 1 *435 0*404 0*6064
£100 701 1*427 0*387 0*5877

The graphs closely resemble the log ragximum rate against

reciprocal absolute temperature plots and the activation energies

calculated from the slopes of their straight portions are

35*0 locals, and about 35 kcals, respectively, the considerable
'

curvature (or perhaps scatter) in the latter case making selection

of a best line difficult.

4. Effect of added. Nitrogen

Experiments previously described yielded some information

as to the effect of nitrogen upon the net-branching factor.

The results are given in table No. 44 referring to experiments

with 200 num. of each gas at 678 A (Rate ) and in table

No, 45 referring to experiments at 701°A with 173 m.m. cyclo¬

propane and 79 m.m. of oxygen (Rate * jptp^o,. )• It will be

seen that the net-branching factor was unaffected by dilution

of the reaction mixture with nitrogen.
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TA3LE NO. 44.

Initial j^. ZOO ojn. ^ • 200 a.ra.
T • 678 °A Vessel B

TA31E If). 45

Initial 178 b.b. \~>0m 79 hub

T - 701 A Vessel B

Run No. k A' Run lb . k Ft'

B 122 m 0-163 9 106 • 0*343
8 121 50*0 0*160 3 103 50*3 0*350
3 120 98*4 0*165 B 104 99*6 0*350

5. Effect of added Hydrogen

Table No. k-6 illustrates the results of the study made on

the effect of added hydrogen upon the net-branching factor.

While it will be noted that the pretreatment of the vessel with

hydrogen and the addition of hydrogen to the system led to the
j. -■

lowest values of A' very little can be concluded from the results

as there is not such a distinct trend as was observed in the

case of the maximum rates.

TABLE NO. 46

PretreataentRun Ho.

03 One hour's evacuation
0 4 One hour's evacuation
0 5 50 s.«i. of products of rur. !b. 04 {1nct. 5 ' a.ci. H^)

left in the hot vessel for 37 hours
One hour's evacuation

D 6 One tour's evacuation
0 7 One hour's evacuation
08 50 of products of run No. 07 (No. H2) left in

the hot vessel for 67 hours
One tour's evacuation

D f 50 sum. of H2 heated in the vessel for 40 minutes
One hour's evacuation

0 10 Seven hour's evacuation

k
50

R

0-24
0-20

0*18
0*22
0*22

0*24

0-23
0*20

In these experiments it was noted that the graphs of log

against time showed more curvature than usual when hydrogen

was presunt. This gradual decrease of A' as the experiment

proceeded made it necessary to consider the initial part of

the graph only in the determination of A',
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THE DEPEHDT'IMGE OF THE IhHUCTION PERIOD UPON CONDITIONS

The definition and method of measurement of that remarkable

feature of hydrocarbon oxidation -the induction period - requires

a little discussion. The term induction period has been used

to describe several distinct factors. These are (a) the time

taken until the first measureabie pressure change occurs, (b) the

time taken until the rate reaches a certain small speed (say

0*5 m.m, per minute), (c) the time taken for the attainment of

the maximum rate and (d) the time measured by the extrapolation

of the tangent to the A|?-t curve at the maximum rate back to
the time axis, These are illustrated on the graph (No, 24).

In the present work the initial time (t.) has been taken

as the time of addition of the cscygen to the cyclopropane in

the reaction. It will be seen later that so long as the time

between admission of hydrocarbon and t, is small there is no

danger of pyrolysis except at very high temperatures so that the

description of t„ as time of admission of oxygen is justified.

It can easily be shown that the two extremes of induction

period definition (a) and (c) above are sufficiently equivalent

to make their separate study unnecessary. This is clearly

shown on the graph (No. 31) where the reciprocals of 6 and "V

have been plotted against reciprocal temperature on the same

paper.

In general, therefore, induction period has been taken as

the time elapsing between the admission of oxygen to the vessel

and the attainment of maximum rate.

It has been found that no high degree of reproducibility
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has been obtained in the study of induction periods. As

earlier suggested, the state of the surface has a very pro¬

nounced effect upon the period of induction. With this

limitation in mind, however, certain conclusions have been

drawn with regard to the variation of induction period with

change of conditions.

1. Dependence Jpon Initial Oxygen Pressure

The induction periods and their reciprocals are detailed

in tables Nos. 47, 48 , 49 and 50 for the variation of initial

oxygen with 178, 200, 250 and 300 m.m, of cyclopropane res¬

pectively at 678*A in vessel B. The results are shown an

graph No. 25# Table No. 51 shows the variation of reciprocal

induction period with change of initial oxygen pressure at

651°A (initial hydrocarbon pressure = 250 ra.m,). The graph

(No. 26) shows the relationship between q and |p0i at 651 A
and 678*A for j\p = 250 m.m.

TABLE «0. 47

Initial^. 178 n.e. T • 678°A
Vessel B

TAllE ». 48

Initial ZOO «.■. T • 678°h
Vessel B

Run No. ^ 6 Run No. ^ Q. ^
B 43 50-o 150 0-667 B 24 50*0 142 0*704
B 42 89*7 93 1*015 8 26 70*0 105 0*952
8 44 101*0 82 1*220 B 25 100*5 71 1*41
B 33 108*4 76 1*316 3 27 130*0 47 2*13
B 41 149*4 48 2*083 8 30 199*8 32 3*125
B 49 200*9 35*5 3*817 8 28 248*7 25*2 3*922
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TABLE SO. 4? TABLE MO. 50

Initial (3p. 250 b.b. T • 678°A Initial (a • 300 m.a. T - 678°A
Vassal B Vessel 8

No- ^ 6 Run No. ^ e ^
i 35 48*3 48*5 2*062 B 67 49*5 68 1*471
8 34 94*5 33 3*030 8 62 97*4 37 2*703
8 33 109*8 34 2*941 B 68 101*7 21 4*762
8 38 124*7 32 3-125 8 70 147*2 22 4*545
8 32 134*8 51 1*961 8 71 149*7 33 3*030
B 31 180*0 35 2*857 S 72 178*3 28 3*571
B 36 198*8 27 3*704 8 64 198*0 24 4*167
8 37 250*0 20 5*000 8 66 252*7 18*5 5*405

TABLE NO. 51

Initial ftp- 250 a.«. T • 651° A

Vessel B

Run Mo. b0 e
loo

\°x- e

8 95 40*0 184*5 0*545
a 94 69*9 160*0 0*625
B 93 99*0 127*5 0*791
8 92 134*2 140*5 0*712
8 91 180*4 109*0 0*917
B 90 233*7 114*0 0*877

Table No. 52 lists the induction times observed at 701°A
with 178 m.ra. cyclopropane and varying amounts of oxygen and

the graph (No. 27) shows the relationship for = 178 m.m. at

678°A and 701*A

TABLE NO. 52

Initial^. 178 b.b. T • 701°A
Vessel B

Run No. u r. '°2
» e

B 97 50*7 17 5*882
8106 78*8 9*5 10*53
8 98 98*6 10 10*0
8 99 151*4 10 10*0
3100 200*3 10 10*0
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The data in table No, 53 and on the graph No. 28 refer

to experiments in vessel A using 200 m.ra. of cyclopropane and
0

varying amounts of oxygen at 678 A while table No. 54 lists

details of experiments in vessel D with 100 ra.m. of cyclo¬

propane at 701°A. The figures in table No. 54 are also

plotted on the graph (No, 28)

TABLE HQ. 53 TABLE NO. 54

Initial ^« 200 Q.B. T * 673 A Initial 100 m.». T • 701 A

Vessel A Vessel D

io° „ „ u 100
^ Run No, P°»- 0

1*087 Q 18 49*0 33 3*030
1*923 0 13 100*5 40 2*500
1*818 0 17 144*5 18 5*556
1*852 D 15 186*3 18 5*556
2*083 0 16 240*0 18 5*556
2*381 0 14 293*8 12 8*333

It is very difficult to make definite conclusions from

these results. Recognising that some of the induction periods

observed were obviously not consistent with the others in the

same series the graphs are still not very satisfactory. The

data in tables Nos. 47 and 48 provides strong evidence for the

existence of some linear relationship between initial oxygen

pressure and reciprocal induction period. Apart from the

figures in table No, 52, most of the other results could be

said to show some semblance of such a dependence, and it is

probably justified to conclude that, in general, the induction

period decreased more or less regularly when the initial pressure

Run No. k 0

A 41 52*1 92
A 42 84*7 52
A 37 106*5 55
A 40 150*9 54
A 38 189*8 48
A 39 234*8 42

of oxygen was increased.

2. Dependence Upon Initial Cyclopropane Pressure

Tables Ros. 55, 56 and 57 give the details of experiments
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carried out at temperatures 670°A, 67?- °A, and 701°A respectively

with 200 a.m., 70 ra,m» and 79 »,»* of oxygen respectively. The

three series are represent ed m the Graph No. 29,

imx S3. 55 T€t£ S3. 56

Initial [>0j» m*A. f • fa78°A hrfttal \>e V.

Vassal 3 Vassal !1

t>cP
too i

6sun rto. e 6 8wI H>. pip

8 21 152*0 » 2*632 8 74 153*0 57
3 23 151*0 42 2*381 3 78 202*5 49*5
8 41 177*9 35*5 2-817 1 77 252*0 30
3 20 2K)*0 32 3*125 3 73 300*0 22
9 36 247*7 27 3*704 a 76 550*0 19
3 64 300*0 & 4*167 3 75 400*0 16

TA3ti S3. 57

Initial ^or- 79 e.». T • 701° A

T . Mk

too

©

1*75
2*04
5*35
4*56
5*26
6*25

Vassal 3
loo

6

MM
3*030
8*333

11*111
12*5
13*33
20*0

The results obtained with 150 m.m. of oxygen at 678°A in

vessel A are given in table No, 58 and the graph Ho, 30 was

constructed from these results.

tun No. &e 9

8 108 99*2 49
9 107 128*5 33
3 117 150*0 12
9 106 177*8 9
3 116 198*7 8
3 115 221*2 7*5
8 114 258*8 5
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Table No. 58

Initial ' 150 m.m. T * 678 °A
Vessel A

Bun No, b e
loo

f"c.P ©

A 35 176-3 68 1*471
A 25 199*1 54 1*852
A 23 201 -8 52 1*923
A 14 208*0 48 2*083
A 33 250*5 33 3*030
A 28 299*0 29 3*448
A 32 302*2 26 3*846
A 30 304*0 25 4*000

The series of experiments already described using vessel D and

a stoichiometric excess of oxygen at 701°A yielded the data in

table No, 59. These data are also plotted on graph (No, 30),

Table No, 59

Initial « 300 m.m, T «= 701 °A

Vessel D

Run No. &
loo

e

D 25 80*0 28*5 3.509
D 26 90*0 22 4*545
D 21 100*0 18 5*556
D 20 110*2 20 5*000
D 22 120*0 14*5 6*897
D 24 130*0 13 7*692

may conclude from a study of these results that the

reciprocal induction period was directly proportional to the

initial pressure of cyclopropane,

3, Dependence Upon the Temperature

Two series of experiments have been described in the

previous sections which were designed to illustrate the temperature

coefficient of the reaction. During these experiments data

were collected referring to the variation of induction period

with temperature. Table No. 60 contains the details of
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experiments with 250 m»m. of hydrocarbon and 70 m.m. of oxygen

while table No, 61 lists the figures obtained using a mixture

of 178 m,m. of cyclopropane and 200 m.m, of oxygen at various

temperatures. The fomer table also gives the values of T

obtained. The graph (No, 31) shows three curves (one relating

to table No, 61 and two to table No, 60),

It may be emphasised here that this graph proves the

parallelism between the relationships of "q and tj; ,

TABLE NO. 60

Initial fcp- 250 n.a. Km 70 Vessel 3

San No, T IS?
T e 0 l0©

d ~© T £> 12®

B 89 651 1*536 109 0*5626 90 1-0457
B 88 658 1*520 75 1*1249 55 1*2596
B 87 665 1*504 55 1*2596 40 1*3979
B 86 671 1*490 38 1*4203 30 1*5228
8 77 678 1*475 25 1*6021 18 1*7448
8 83 683 1*464 17*5 1*7569 12*5 1*9051
8 80 689 1*451 13*5 1*8696 9 2*0457
B 81 697 1*435 8*5 2*0705 6 2*2219
3 84 702 1*425 6*75 2*1706 4 2*3979

TABLE NO. 61

Initial • 178 ».»• m 200 8.H. Vessel !B

Sun No. T 10*
T

©
o loo

B 56 660 1*515 87 1*0603
B 57 661 1*495 54 1*2677
8 58 673 1*486 39 1*4089
3 49 678 1*475 33 1*4814
3 48 683 1*464 25 1*6021
8 50 683 1*453 24 1*6198
8 52 692 1*445 15 1*8240
3 51 694 1*441 12*5 1*9031
8 47 697 1*435 11 1*9586
B100 701 1*427 10 2*0000

The activation energies were calculated from the gradients

of the three lines. They were found to be 50*9, 51*7 and 54*2

koala/mole respectively. It will be noted that these energies

are considerably higher than those determined for the maximum
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rate and the net»br«nohing factor. Farther, there is goo'

agreement 'between the values found for the energy referring

to in the two oases of partial pressure. The energies of

activation of q and ^ do appear to differ, although not by
very much.

.

The Effect of Added nitrogen

In the experiment 3 with added nitrogen it was found that

the induction period, aa wall *s the rate and net-branching

factor, was not affected by the addition of nitrogen to the

system, irrespective of whether the operative kinetics ware

Rate ^ js0° or Rate <* \>0^ , Table No. 62 contains
the results obtained with experiments in vessel R at 678 A

using 200 m.n. each of cyclopropane and oocygm while table Ho. 63

refers to experiments at 701° A in the same vessel but <d.th 178 m.ra.

of hydrocarbon and 79 m»m» of oxygen.

TAS1 ». a HKI M. S3

Initial ^p. 230 9.0. ^a« 203 BA Initial |p^» 178 a.s. Kr 79 s*®

T • 678°A Vessel 3 1 « 731% mM 3

<*» lb. 9 m m. e

1122 n 3 106 * 3
8 121 53*0 J5 8 103 50*3 9
3 120 98*4 34 3 104 99*4 9

5» The Effect of Added Hydrogen

The experiments illustrating the influence of added

hydrogen upon the reaction have already received nam atte.nti

Sely, the induction periods measured showed no trend

at all and varied quite haphazardly between 26 and 66 minutes.

.CftL
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While this is disappointing, it oan hardly be described as

unexpected since it has always been observed that © is very

much more sensitive to changes, particularly of wall conditions,

than i3 , Thus the completely illogical variation of

with the hydrogen treatment and pretreatment can be regarded

as further evidence that the hydrogen effect is a wall phenomenon.

The results are given in table No, 64 along with the details of

the pretreatment in each case,

TABLE No. 64

Run to. Pretreatnent K 6

0 3 One hour's evacuation m 27
D 4 One hour's evacu tlon 50 54
0 5 50 a.m. of products from run to. 34 (incl. 5 rub. fy)

toft In the hat vessot for 37 hours folloeed by
one hour's evacuation <• 65

0 6 Ono hour's evacuation m 26
0 7 On# hour's evacuation • 27
0 8 50 fs.s. of products fraa run to. 97 (no %) left

in the hot vessel, for 67 hours; foilowei by
one hour's evacuation • 66

0 9 59 a.e. of hydrogen heated in the vessel for 40
minutes; followed by one how's evacuation * 54

a io Seven hour's evacuation m 47
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THE DEFERENCE 0? UPON CONDITIONS

t

It should "be pointed ait that, experimentally, the

pressure change occurring before the attainment of maximum

rate is the characteristic of a chain reaction in the gas phase

which is least accurately determined. This is so because the

maximum rate is never actually determined as such but is cal¬

culated from pressure changes over oomparitively long time

intervals (of the order of 60 seconds)* Thus, in the case

of a fairly speedy reaction whose maximam rate was 14*5 m.m,

per minute but which maintained a rate of over 13 m.m, per

minute for a period of say, three minutes, it was very difficul

to decide, with any great accuracy, the A although

and even 9 might be stated with an accuracy of better than

98/0. Bearing this in mind, the results which are presented

here must be regarded as accurate only to a certain extent,

becoming less accurate in the case of experiments in which

higher maximum rates were observed.

1, Dependence Upon Initial Oxygen Pressure

The experiments which furnished the figures in tables

Nos. 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71 and 72 have been described

elsewhere* Along with each table are given the conditions

of cyclopropane pressure and temperature. Graph No. 32

illustrates the linear relationship existing between

and |^0j_ , demonstrates the independence of Ajpvwj^upan initial
hydrocarbon pressure and indicates a temperature effect, and,

to some extent the existence of a specific factor due to the

reaction vessel.
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tabu s3. 65 table no. 66

Initial ^ ■ 173 ffl.M.

t

T - 678°A Initial 2*0 sja. T • 678 A

Vessel 8 Vessel B

Sun No. K sun No. K,
8 43 50-0 12*8 b 24 50*0 13*3
B 42 89*7 29*4 b 26 70*0 19*8
3 44 101 <0 32*3 8 25 100*5 26*1
8 39 108*4 32*2 8 27 130*0 36*4
B 41 149*4 41*8 830 199*8 55*7
B 49 200*9 56*2 8 28 248*7 70*0

tabu it. 67 table no. 68

Inftf ljptp• 250 a.s. t - 678°a Initial )?tf>■ 300 m.n. t - 678%
Vessel 8 Vessel 8

Run No. A^, Sun No, K A|VA.X
8 35 48*5 13*9 8 67 49*5 14*3
8 34 94*5 28*0 9 62 97*4 29*8
8 33 109*8 28*6 9 68 101*7 39*9
838 124*7 32*5 8 73 147*2 39*8
8 32 134*8 39*4 3 71 149*7 40*9
3 31 180*0 49*8 8 72 178*3 48*7
336 198*8 56*2 8 44 198*0 56*0
8 37 250*0 69*7 3 64 252*7 70*7

TABLE m. 69 TA9LE 10. 70

Initial 250 ra.a. T - 651 °A Initial k• 178 B.B. T - 70W

Vessel 8 Vessel B

Run fio. K Run No. K
895 40*0 13*0 B 97 50*7 13*1
B 94 69*9 17*6 B106 78*8 26*2
8 93 99*0 24*7 S 98 98*6 32*3
8 92 134*2 33*1 B 99 151*4 56*4
8 91 180*4 42*0 8100 200*3 69*1
B 90 233*7 55*3
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TABLE NO. 71 TABLE NO. 72

initial 200 ■.«. T ■ 678 A Initial (Cp - 100 a.®. T • 701'

Vessel A Vessel 0

Run No. k Run to. k kw
A 41 KM 14*0 0 18 49*0 IM
A 42 84*7 22*7 0 13 100*5 17*5
A 57 108*5 28*0 0 17 144*5 25*2
A 40 150*9 39*0 0 15 136*3 32*4
A 38 189*8 50*1 0 16 240*0 40*0
A 39 234*8 83*1 D 14 298*8 54*5

2, Dependence Upon Initial Cyclopropane Pressure

It will be evident from the fact that the same line

(graph No. 32) is the beat line for the points given in

tables Nos. 65, 66, 67 and 68, that the change of pressure

occurring before the attainment of the maximum rate is not

at all dependent upon the initial cyclopropane pressure.
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THE DEgENDETICE Off UPON CONDITIONS

The total pressure change occurring during the oxidation

is a very important characteristic of the reaction since it may

indicate the relative predominance of various competing overall

reactions. Since, in nearly every experiment performed, there

was a stoichiometric excess of cyclopropane it was not surprising

to find that Abo was not at all dependent upon the initial

hydrocarbon pressure.

Tables Noa, 73, 74, 75 and 76 and the graph No. 33, however,
!

show that Ap^ is diz-ec tly prepositional to the initial oxygen

pressure, the constant of proportionality being approximately

0*5, Tables Nos. 77 and 78 contain data obtained at 651°A and

701 A respectively and these figures are also plotted on the

graph (No, 33).

table m. 73 TABLE NO. 74

Initial m 173 ib.a. t - 678% Initial 200 a.a. t . 678%

vesssi 3 Vessel 8

Run SJo, k Rim No. k Ako
8 43 50*0 24*9 B 24 50*0 24*7
8 42 89-7 44-9 3 26 70*0 34*9
8 44 101-0 50*5 8 25 100*5 50*1
8 39 138-4 54*2 3 27 130*3 65*1
8 41 149-4 74*8 830 199*8 100*0
3 49 200-9 102*1 b 28 248*7 124*7

table no. 75 TABLE HP. 76

Initial • Z50 «.». t - 678% Initial \>v• 300 e.n. T - 678%
Vessel 8 Vessel 8

Sun No. K Run No. k, Ak
8 35 48-3 22*9 B 67 49*5 24*1
834 94-5 46*0 362 97*4 48*4
8 33 109*8 54*2 £68 101*7 50-7
B 38 124*7 62*4 370 147*2 73*5
S 32 134*8 68*5 8 71 149*7 74-2
3 31 180*0 91*0 3 72 178*3 89*2
936 198-8 100*2 B 64 198*0 93*5
3 37 250*0 125*3 366 252*7 125*4
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TABLE NO. 77 TABLE No. 78

Initial k- Z50 a.a. T • 651 °A Initial 178 m.m. T - 701

Vassal S Vesset 9

Sun No. K A|v> Run No. h>>.
3 95 40*0 19*7 B 97 50*7 25*4
B 94 69*9 34*0 6106 78*8 42*2
3 93 99*0 49*5 8 98 98*6 52*1
B 92 154*2 67*1 8 99 151*4 79*5
B 91 180*4 86*4 8100 200*5 104*0
8 90 235*7 116*0

The variation of Ajp„o with change of oxygen pressure

in vessel A is recorded in the follcwing table (No. 79) and the

data have been plotted on graph No. 33.

TABLE NO. 75

Initial^- ZOO 8.®. T
Vessel A

678 A

Run No. K
A 41 52*1 26*1
A 42 84*7 45*0
A 57 106*5 57*0
A 40 150*9 77*5
A 38 189*8 95*4
A 39 234*8 116*1

On graph No. 33 only one line has been dram and no

points are indicated. This is to avoid the confusion which

would arise if it were attempted to mark each individual point.

Suffice to say that ^ was independent of the initial
cyclopropane pressure, proportional to the initial oxygen

pressure, was largely independent of the vessel but showed

a very small temperature effect.
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VARIATION OF THE CHM'ICAL COMPOSITION OF THE REACTION" MIXTURE

The variation of the chemical composition of the mixture

during reaotion was followed by stopping the reaction after

various times and analysing for unchanged cyclopropane and

oxygen and for oxides of carbon, water, formaldehyde, hydrogen

and hydrocarbons. Due to the previously observed variance in

induction times, the reaction was stopped when certain noted

pressure changes had occurred. The stopping of the reaction

was effected by opening the tap at the reaction vessel (when

the pressure had increased by the desired amount) so that the

gases expanded into the comparatively large space between
O

the taps A and P, the trap J being maintained at -180 C by

liquid oxygen. After a few minutes, when equilibrium had

been attained, the tap K was opened and the permanent gases

were collected over mercury by use of the Toepler pump. Frac¬

tionation of the gases was achieved as described previously

said the ccaidensible substances were analysed for water or

formaldehyde as indicated earlier. Having repeated thi3 opera¬

tion at several points along the pressure-time curve the results

were tabulated and plotted together on a graph against time

(the time co-ordinates being obtained by reference to the

pressure-time curve and from a knowledge of the pressure change

which had occurred when the analysis was performed).

In view of the existence of two regions kinetically rather

distinct this technique was applied to two typical experiments,

one where the operative rate expression was Pate j^c-p and

the other where the relationship Rate oh . |=>0 ^ held. The
data in table No. 80 refer to the former experiment and are
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plotted on the graph (No. 34).

TABLE HO. 80 COMPOSITION OF GASES IN THE REACTION VESSEL.

Initial cyclopropane pressure • initial exyger. pressure « 209 a.m. T • 678°A

Run No. E10 £11 E12 E 9 £54 £13

Time of extraction (sins) 16 25-05 31*8 34*1 36-14 40-16

pressure ch nge («.«.) 0 4-3 24-9 38-0 53-2 75-0

Cyclopropane (a.n.) 197-6 194-6 182*3 178-5 172-1 155*9

Oxygen {sua.} (including nitrogen) 197-4 188-9 158-1 128-1 103-0 64-5

Carbon aonoxide (e.e.) 0-9 6-4 32-5 55-5 75-1 106-5

Carbon dioxide (e.a.) 0-0 0-0 1-6 3-5 7-2 12-6

Water (s.n.) 0-9 6-4 34-1 59-0 82-3 119*1

Hydrogen (is.*.) 0-0 0-6 1-1 2-5 1-5 2-0

Methane (».a.) 0-0 0-0 1-6 1-9 0-7 1-4

Foraaldehyde (a.m.) 0-1 0-3 4-6 5-1 5-6 4-3

The next table (No. 81) is a record of the variation

E8

46

100-2

140-7

20-9

142-8

17-8

160-6

2-3

2*9

1-5

the composition of the reaction mixture at 701°A with an initial

hydrocarbon pressure of 200 m.m. and 100 m.m. of oxygen* The

results are plotted on graph No. 35*

TABU NO. 81. CONDITION OF GASES IN THE RE CTION VESSEL
0

Initial cyclopropane pressure • 200 «.«. Initial oxygen pressure ■ 100 a.«i. T » 701 A

Run No. £24 E23 £21 £19 E18 £17 £16 E15

Time of extraction (ain.) 7-0 10-42 K-05 14-95 15-48 15-77 16-58 17-72

Pressure change {e.a.) 0 1*0 9-4 18-0 25-0 28-7 39-7 49*9

Cyclopropane (n.m.) 198-2 193-9 189-4 184-1 179-9 180-7 173-0 164-0

Oxygen (m.a.) 99-5 96-9 82-6 67-2 53-5 46-5 25-5 11-2

Carbon Monoxide (a.n.) 0-7 3-1 14-1 24-1 35-8 39-5 55-5 67-9

Caraon Dioxide 0*0 0-0 0-0 0-9 2-6 4-2 6-3 9*9

•later (n.B.) 0-7 5-1 14-1 25-0 39-i 43-7 61-8 77-8

Hydrogen (».«.) 0-0 0-0 1-1 1-3 0-2 2-1 4-0 5-5

Methane (a.n.) 0-0 0*0 0-6 0-0 0-7 0-0 2-1 2-5

Formaldehyde (a.n.) 0-0 1-0 4-75 6-0 7-5 5-8 3-9 1-8
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In work suoh as this it is necessary to attempt to show

that the products of reaction are quantitatively equivalent

to the reactants consumed. In each analysis quoted the criteria

of equivalence have been (1) that the output volume agreed to

within 5/o with the volume anticipated from a knowledge of the

pressure in the vessel at the moment of extraction, and (2) that

the carbon, hydrogen and oxygen found in the output gases each

agreed to within 5^ with the amounts of these elements in the

original mixture, A typical input-output balance is given

below for run No. ?J«3 (table No. 80).

Pressure at time of extraction » 475*0 m.m.

Pressure by sum of constituent determined pressures = 466*3 m. fl.

i.e. loss = 8*7 ra.ra. = 1*83 %

Carbon input (in m.m. atoms of carbon) = 3 x 200 m.m. = 600 m..to, atoms.

Carbon output = 3 x 155*9 + 106*5 + 12*6 + 1 *4 + 4*3 = 592*5 m .m. atoms.

Loss of carbon =7*5 m.m. atoms = 1 *25 %

Hydrogen input = 6 x 200 m.m, a 1,200 m.m, atoms

Hydrogen output = 6 x 155*9 ♦ 2 x 119*1 + 2 x 2*0 + 4 x 1*4+,2 X 4*3 =

1,191*8 m.m, atoms.

Loss of hydrogen = 8*2 m.m, atoms = 0*68 c/o

Oxygen input = 2 x 200 ra.m, = 400 m.ra. atoms

Oxygen output = 2 x 64*5 * 106*5 + 2 x 12*6 + 119*1 + 4*3 » 384*1 m.m.
i atoms.

Loss of oxygen = 15*9 m.m, atoms = 3*98^

Balances were not always so accurate as this but analyses

were disregarded if one of the losses exceeded When one

considers this fact in conjunction with the report of the

negative results in the qualitative analysis of accumulated
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samples of the condensbble products ( 9»v») it "uecor.es evident

that if any products, apart from those shown in tables No®, 80
„ .

and 81, are formed in the reaction they must be formed in

minute quantities indeed.
'

■ • '
.

Several remarks may be made at this stage, with regard to

these products, Firstly, there is the striking fact that there

is no significant difference in the products or their rate of

formation in the two cases; that is, although the two rates

of reaction are governed by different kinetic relationships

the products ire essentially the same* Secondly it will be

observed that the nature and relative amounts of the major

products are very similar to those noted in the slow combustion

of many other hydrocarbons. The data in the tables can be

used to justify the belief that the rate of pressure increase is

a true measure of the rate of reaction. The latter may certainly

be measured by the rate of removal of the reactants and by the

rate of formation of the main products. The graphs Nos. 36 and

37 illustrate the linear dependence of changes of cyclopropane,

oxygen and carbon monoxide concentration upon changes of total

pressure. The first of these graphs was constructed from the

data in table No, 82 while the second refers to the experiments

reported in table No 83 with initial oxygen pressure =100 m.m,

at 701°A.

TA9LE NO. 32

Run No. £10 £11 £12 E9 £54 £13 £18

Time of extraction 16 25-05 31-8 %-1 36-14 40-16 46
Increase in total pressure 0 4-3 24-f 38-0 53-2 75-0 100-2
Decrease In cyclopropane pressure 2*4 5-4 17-7 21*5 27-9 44-1 59-3
Decrease in oxygen pressure 6-2 11*1 41-9 71-9 97-0 135-5 179-1
Increase in carbon s noxlie pressure 0-9 6-4 32-5 55*5 75-1 106-5 142-8
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TABLE HO. 83

Run Ho. £24 £23 £21 £19 £18 £17 £16 £15

Ties of extraction 7 10*42 14*05 14*95 15*48 15*77 16*58 17*72
Increase 1n total pressure 0 1 9*4 18*0 25*0 28*7 39*7 49*9
7e«re se In cyclopropane pressure 1*8 6*1 10*6 15*9 20*1 19*3 27*0 36*0
Decrease In oxygen pressure 0*5 3*1 17*4 32*8 46*5 53*5 74*5 89*8
Increase 1n carbon Bonox! le pressure 0*7 3*1 14*1 24*1 35*8 39*5 55*5 67*9

In consequence of these straight line graphs we may

conclude that c4 - (AjpcP)t o4— (a c <*- (A !ps.o^ t

^ -dC40 ^

dt dt dt

Perhaps the most important feature of the analytical

results is the way in which the formaldehyde concentration

varies during an experiment* It is 3een to increase to a

maximum at about the time of the attainment of maximum rate and

then decreases rapidly leaving, however, some fairly low pressure

of formaldehyde at the end of the pressure increase. The graph

(No. 38) compares the variation of formaldehyde pressure during

the reaction of 200 m.ra. of cyclopropane and 200 m.m, of cocygen

at 678 A with the variation of the rate of reaction with time.

The line shows the variation of rate with time and the points

refer to the pressures of formaldehyde determined at the times

indicated. These pressures of formaldehyde have been adjusted by

multiplying them all by a factor of 1*16. The pressures of

formaldehyde plotted are those given in table No. 80. This

procedure was repeated with the results of the experiments which

are in table No. 81 (i.e. with 200 num. of hydrocarbon and

100 m.m. of oxygen at 701°A), the appropriate multiplication
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factor, in this case, being 1*77. The correspondence between

formaldehyde pressure and rate under these conditions is shown

on graph No, 39.

It will toe noted that, particularly in the former case

(graph No, 38), a definite relationship seems to exist between

instantaneous rate and formaldehyde pressure. The parallelism

is not so marked after the time of attainment of maximum rate

(since there was always some residual formaldehyde after the

reaction had ceased) or in the very early stages, but is very

striking over a considerable portion of the reaction, up to

and including the time of maximum rate and formaldehyde pressure.

Since formaldehyde appeared to be a highly important

intermediate in the reaction the variation of its pressure

during the slow combustion was considered in more detail. It

seemed of interest to investigate the manner in which the

maximum formaldehyde pressure observed in an experiment depended

upon conditions of pressure and temperature,

1• Variation of tne initial oxygen pressure

A series of experiments was conducted in which an initial

cyclopropane pressure of 200 m,m, was always taken and in which

the Temperature was kept at 701°A. From a knowledge of the

pressure change occurring before the attainment of the maximum

rate, it was possible to extract the gases, in the usual way,

at that point in each experiment. The permanent gases were

pumped away by the Toepler pump and a definite volume of water

was pipetted into the cold trap. The Dewar flask was then

removed and the contents allowed to warm up. One ml. of the
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resultant solution was analysed for formaldehyde as described

earlier. The results are embodied in table No, 84 while

table No. 85 gives the variation of maximum rate with oxygen

pressure under the same conditions of temperature and hydrocarb

pressure. The data in the two tables are plotted together on

the same paper (graph No. 40)

TABLE MO. 84

on

Run No. Initial prsssure of oxygen Max. pressure o

E 28 28 3*23

E 27 50 4*48

E 31 70 6*28

E 20 102 7-49

E 26 150 7-12

E 23 290 7*12

E 30 250 6*34

TA8LE SO. 85

Run No. Initial pressure of oxygen ftaxkuB Rats.

E 35 50 7*5

E 33 100 13*3

£ 32 152 22*4

£ 31 200 24*8

E 34 254 25*5

The graph shows that both rate and formaldehyde pressure

became independent of oxygen pressure as the latter is increased

but that the two curves could not be made to be coincident by

the introduction of a suitable factor. The critical oxygen

pressure at which the rate loses its dependence upon oxygen

pressure is about 180 m.m. whereas the critical oxygen pressure

for formaldehyde dependence is much lower, namely about 80 m.m.
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2, Variation of the initial cyclopropane pressure.

Two sets of experiments were performed under this heading: -

(a) with 200 m»m, of oxygen and (b) with 50 m.m» of oxygen

(temperature = 701°A in each case). The results are given in

the following two tables and are plotted together on graph No,

41.

TABLE NO. 86

Initial oxygen pressure • ZOO n.». Temperature • 701 A

•ton No. Initial pressure of cyclopropane Max. pressure of form: IdehyJe

E 29 200 7*12

E 37 150 4*93

E 40 50 1*74

£ 41 100 3*47

TABLE NO. 87

Run No. Initial pressure of cyclopropane Max. pressure of formaldehyde

£ 49 100 2*24

E 46 150 4*02

£ 27 200 4*48

E 44 300 4*66

E 43 350 5*02

E 48 500 5*66

The graph indicates quite clearly that the formaldehyde

pressure depends linearly upon the initial hydrocarbon pressure

but that the dependence falls away at higher cyclopropane

pressures, i.e. when the initial oxygen pressure is low. In

neither case is there any similarity to the corresponding rate

relationships.
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5. Variation of the temperature,

A series of experiments was carried out using a mixture

of 200 ra.m. each of cyclopropane and oxygen at various tem¬

peratures over the range 650°A to 701 °A i.e. the range over

which the kinetics of the reaction had been studied. The

results are embodied in the table No, 88 and the Arrhenius plot

of log maximum formaldehyde pressure against reciprocal absolute

temperature is given (graph No, 42),

TABLE NO. 88

Run No. T«p.° A.
(o

T

E 56 650 1*538 3*89 0*5899

E 55 658 1*520 4*54 0*6571

E 53 670 1*693 5*10 0*7076

E 56 678 1*475 5*61 0*7490

E 25 701 1*427 7*12 0*8525

The graph provides a straight line of little gradient

and yields an "energy of activation" of seme 10*5 koals./mole.

The interpretation of this figure is not a simple matter and

consideration of its significance will be deferred until the

discussion of results.
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THE- EFFECT OP ADDING WATER VAPOUR TO THE REACTION MIXTURE

Several workers have reported that the addition of water

vapour to hydrocarbon-oxygen mixtures exerted a considerable

influence upon the reaction rates and induction periods. A
'

recent study of the methane oxidation indicated that the
(58)

kinetics of the water-catalysed reaction might be expressed;-
I 4 i L.0 i1 i

Rate oC . p0j. . pHj_0 »

In view of the possibility that water might affect the

reaction between cyclopropane and oxygen, a series of experiments

■>v&3 carried cut using 200 m.m. of hydrocarbon and *500 m.m,
*'

> ■

of oxygen and various amounts of water vapour at 701°A. The

results are embodied in table No. 89 and are illustrated on

the graphs (No. A3 and No. 44).

TABLE Wk 89

EFFECT 9P mm WATER V-POUS.

Sun ffo. Pressure of eater vapour (a.si.) Maxisus rate iriductlon period wr

£ 109 • 11-9 12*88 7*76

£ 111 3*3 13*0 11*47 8*72

£ 110 7*4 13*6 10*50 9*52

£ 112 12*2 14*0 11*80 8*48

£ 108 16*9 14*2 11*43 8*75

£ 113 17*7 14*3 11*93 8*58

In addition it was observed that the net-branching factor '

increased in a similar way but results were less consistent.

In this connection it may be noted that the experiments involving

the addition of water vapour yielded results very difficult to

reproduce. The experiments reported in table No. 89 were all

carried out in the same day and were all preceded by rigidly

controlled conditions of evacuation.
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THE EFFECT OF ADDING FORMALDEHYDE TO THE REACTION MIXTURE

Since formaldehyde was the only intermediate product

detected and since it was known to react with oxygen at 400 C,

a series of experiments was carried out with varying quantities

of formaldehyde, added to 200 n.m. of cyclopropane and 100 ra.m.

of cscygen at 701° A in vessel E before the beginning of the

reaction. It was found that progressive addition of formaldehyde

to the mixture reduced the induction period without considerably

affecting the maximum rate or the pressure change preceding

the attainment of maximum rate. The total pressure change

showed a gradual increase but not a considerable one as the

pressure of added formaldehyde was increased. These facts

are obvious from the pressure-time records shown in the graph

No, 45. It should be pointed out that the addition of

quantities of formaldehyde less than about 10 m.m, produced

no change in the maximum rate (11*9 m.m./minute). The addition

of greater quantities of formaldehyde did lead to some increase

of maximum rate (e.g. the experiment with 35*2 m.m. of added

formaldehyde showed a maximum rate of about 14 m.m,/minute)

but it should be emphasised that in such cases the rate increased

to the maximum at about the usual & and fell away again,

in the usual way. Even when the pressure change appeared to

begin at a rate of 12*0 m.m,/minute, its rate of change ac¬

celerated slowly to 14 m.m./minute.

It will be seen that the effect of added formaldehyde upon

the induction period was very great at first but that the effect

decreased in importance as the amount of additive was increased.



UPPtffcf of addition of formaldehyde 70 ZOOmm*
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This fact is clearly demonstrated by the data in table No. 90

and by the graph (No. 46), The values of 6 were computed in

the usual way but some of the shorter values of T could not

be determined directly and were taken from the pressure-time

records of the experiments concerned,

tabu bo. so

THE EFFECT OF A-JOEO RWMIDEWSE.

Run Bo. Pressure of added formaldehyde e r

£ 128 • 13*05 »in$. 8*7 Bins,

E 134 0*9 sue. 8*17 3*4

E 125 1*5 7*03 2*5

E 117 2*6 6*63 1*5

£ 119 4*1 5*58 1*0

E 111 5-9 5*25 0*6

E 121 7-8 4*75 0*1

E 122 12-0 4*28 -

E 127 13*2 4*23 «B

£ 123 17*1 3*07 #

E 126 20-2 3*82 m

E 131 25*4 2*78

E 132 29*9 2*37 at

E 135 35*2 1*98 *
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THE extent OF TtiscsmisATXCN OF aoba^opmi.

The thermal iaotaerlaation of cgnlq^rcpae (to propylene)

has :.-«en studies i-y several workers (59; ,(6G) over the temperature

range 44Q°C to Jk-0°0 (Comer and Pease (60)^ It seemed im¬

portant to defcemine the degree of isomerisaticn at the low- r

temperatures at which the oxidation iiad beesi studied. In

consequence, samples of 2QQ ja.m, of iplepvepM were enclosed

in the reaction vessel for various periods as Indicated in the

table (Ho. 91 )• Analysis then sho*,«?d the extent of isoeaerisatlcKi,

TABLE 110. 91

Hun Ho, Temp," A, jp^
A 78 678 200 m.m.

A 79 701 200 m.m,

A 80 701 ' 20-3 n.ia.

It was concluded from these experiments that the isceterisa*

ticm of cyclopropane was unlikely to be of any great importance

'in the study of its oxidation., since at 701 °A (the highest

temperature employed in the slow combustion studies) the in¬

duction periods wore very much shorter tiisn an ho^r (of the

order of 5 - 10 minutes) and since at 678 °A induction times

were oily of sow 30 - 40 minutes duration. It was possible

that the iaoraeriaafion was facilitated by the presejtoe of

oxygen but this was not tested. In any event it was probable

that ait oxygen-catalysed iaoraeris&iicn would follow a •reaction

mechanism similar to that of cocid&ticn,

It eaa of great interest to note, however, that In cane

experiment 255 »#»• of cyclopropane was heated at 693 °A for

Time Propylene

24 hours. 18/

24 hours k%-

1 hour 2*5/
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about 2b hours. On the addition of 110 m.m, of oxygen, a

small explosion occurred almost immediately. The pressure

change which had occurred after the explosion was only 38*6 m.m,

as compared with the usual change of 55 ni.m. This seemed to
. o

suggest that the propylene formed by isomerisation at 693 A

oxidised very rapidly when the oxygen was admitted to the

vessel but failed to stimulate the oxidation of the remaining

cyclopropane. If this were so then the isomerisation of

cyclopropane could be disregarded as a factor of importance in

the slow combustion of that compound. The matter was not

studied further and the suggestion is a very tentative one.
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
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In the first instance it will be instructive to collect

and compare certain of the results and to emphasise their

significance. I'he experimental results constitute a considerable

body of evidence for the legitimate application of the Semervov

theory (10) of a reaction with degenerate branching chains to

the thermal oxidation of cyclopropane. Firstly many similar

reactions proceed by such a mechanism. Furthermore the shape

of the pressure change • time curves is typical and the linear

relationship shown to exist between the logarithm of the pressure

change and the time demonstrates that, in the early stages at

least, the law of pressure change is an exponential one. i'he

long induction periods observed (of the order of minutes and hours)

are also characteristic of chains with degenerate branching while

the extreme sensitivity of the r=- te and net-branching factor and

more particularly of the induction period to the state of the

surface of the reaction vessel and its extent provides strong

evidence for the occurrence of such chains. In this connection

there has been adsqua to demonstration of the importance of the

immediate past-history of the vessel (cooling, admission of air,

and variation of the duration and efficiency of the evacuation

all producing characteristic effects).

One of the features predicted by the Semenov analysis is

a pronounced inert g; s effect. Ihia might manifest itself as a

third-body effect or might operate by deactivation of whot"

radicals or simply by preventing diffusion to the walls and

since the effect might be applied to an Initiation, propagation,—

branching or termination reaction the overfill effect might lead
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to an increase or a decrees® in the reaction rate. In the

present investigation the sedition of nitrogen to the system did

not change aqy of the reaction characteristics at all. this

was rather surprising since the observed differences of rate

etc. in vessels of similar ulaseaalon® and the drastic changes in

kinetic characteristics of the reaction following a twelve-fold

inert-aae of the surface* volume ratio seesaed Interpretable as

indicative of the heterogeneous nature of the branching end/or

non-branching reactions and possibly of the initiation end

termination reactions too. Consequently one might have

anticipated that the addition of inert gas might influence the

rate and induction period. It was possible of course that the

absence Oi an overall effect was due to bai&n irtg of several

effects some enhancing end sotne retarding the progress of the

reaction. This seemed leas likely, however, when it was found

that, under an entirely different set of conditions of

to peravure and- pressure, there was still no inert gas effect#

A second possible ex lanation of the results was that the amount

of nitrogen added was too ©mall to exert eny great influence.

In the mout favourable case the nitrogen constituted about 28$

of the mixture anu yet allowed no effect. /..xperinental

difficulties woulu attend my very great increase in this percentage

but it woulu be of interest to find whether 30 of nitrogen did

inert-ase the rate of reaction in e vessel whose walls had been

treetou so as to Increase their

(e.g. by coating with potassium chloride).
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in striking contrast to the ineffectiveness of adding

nitrogen to the renet ion mixture, addition of parogen hea a

most pronounced result* Induction periods became quite

irreproduoible (their inconstancy persisted for some time} but

the investigation of the effect of hydrogen upon the rate

showed that the rate was reduced either by the fact that tyorogen

was present curing reaction or by the pretreatraent of the vessel

with hydrogen (the nor &1 evacuation technique being adopted

be * ore the commencement oi' the next experiment J* Furthermore

the rate gradually returnee to normal after a few combustions
'

or more rapidly if the products from en oxidation were left in

the vessel for some time, these facts, combined with the

observation that even prolonged evacuation of the vessel in its

"low rate" state had very little effect upon the maximum rate

of the next experiment, made it clear that hydrogen removed
-

from the wells some substance which normally facilitated reaction

and that this wall-catalyst was gradually replaced in the next

experisoenta or by leaving a few centimetres pressure of the

products of reaction in the hot veaael* There was no evidence
'

that the hydrogen did not exert a homogeneous gas-nhane effect

(such as hoc been studied by t'bbelohde (56)).as well as the wall

effect. Two possible explanations of the results seemed feasible.

The first waa that hydrogen changed the nature and hence the

catalytic activity of the adsorbed substance ana thet this

altered form was grad ually rttchenxed b,- the ensuing reactions
'

ana reaction products. This did not seen very probable since

the hydrogen was lively to reduce the adsorbed material which
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could be re-oxidised by the oxygen involved in the next

experiment but which could probably not be re-oxidised by the

produots of reaction which contained little or not oxygen (thi«<

being far le-a then the stoichiometric requirements of the

cyclopropane in these particular experiments). The second

possible explanation was that hydrogen removed the substance

from the adsorbed phase altogether, leaving a clean glass surface*

This seemed a more reasonable suggestion sine®, it had been noted

that rate results in a new clean vessel were, at first, low and

gradually increased as the number of experiments increased.

The precise nature of the reaction product which was normally

resident on the walls can not be stated with certainty but of the

produots detected in reaction the one awst likely to exert ©

oats lytic effect upon the rate was water, Juat why hydrogen

should be so effective in desorbing water from the walls is a

very difficult question to answer and further speculation as to

the nature of the catalyst arid its mode of action can be of no

great value.

Samenov has shown that jp - where A|p- pressure

change, d> ■- the net-branching factor, t » time and B =

where *n0 * the number of active centres formed per second

by the primary initiation process, «s the chain length and

9 m the time elapsing between the commencement of the primary

chains and that of the secondary chains. Taking logarithms,

iogjQ&joe log10^,x+ A't and plotting log^Aj^ against t,

a straight line of gradient A' should result. The intercept

of this line on she log^Q Alp axis should be log^ -j|,* which
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we shell cell log^^ N. N was obviously determinable from the
graphs normally employed for net-branching "actor evaluation

and from a knowledge of the net-branching factor it was possible

to calculate B. Now B(and N) are dependent upon the rate of

initiation of primary chains by other means than by radicals

formed by the intermediate responsible for the degenerate

branching. It seemed of great interest to consider the

variation of B and N with the experimental conditions but

little success was had so far as reactant pressure variation

was concerned. On the other hand B and N were found to vary

in a remarkable way with the temperature. The results which

are given in tables No. 32 and 93 were calculated from the data

previously determined. In graphs No# 47 and 48 log^Q N and

Ip&jq B have been plotted against reciprocal absolute temperatore.
Calculation showed the activation energies for N to be 160 end

280 keels/mole and those for B to be 280 ana 340 keels/mole.

Now of the various factors of B, x> and B are unlikely to have

very high activation energies so that the very high activation

energy of B must be largely attributed to the rate initiation of

primary chains. This primary initiation could hardly have been

a homogeneuos one and probably took place on the walls of the

vessel, since the apparent activation energies of heterogeneous

reactions may include heats of adsorption which may be considerable.

It was therefore concluded that the slow combustion of

cyclopropane proceeded by a chain reaction with degenerate
— j

branching of the chains and that the primary initiation reaction

was heterogeneous in nature having a very high energy of activation.
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TABLE NO. 92

Tnitinl KP a! 250SB.BI. Initial 70m.m.

Hun No. Teiap.
I®3

T
T lt>gio" log^ («log

B 89 651° A 1.536 -11*41

B 88 658 1*520 -6.60 - 8*44

3 87 665 1.504 -4*92 - 6*74

B 86 671 1*490 -5.43 - 6.91

B 77 678 1.475 -3.89 - 5.22

B 83 683 1.464 —3.26 - 4.42

B 80 689 1.451 -2.88 - 3.87

B 81 697 1.435 -2.86 - 3.50

B 84 702 1.425 R.CVi1 - 2.78

TABLE NO. 93

Initial * 176m.m. Initial j=>0j= 2°0®.ui. Vessel B

Bun No. reiap.T. — log^^N log^(n logj^N ♦ 2log1fy\')
B 56 660 A 1.515 -7.&U -9.74

B 57 669 1.495 -5.40 -7.14

B 58 673 1.486 -5.15 -6.82

B 49 678 1.475 -3.57 -5.11

B 48 683 1.464 -3.80 -5.20

B 50 688 1.453 -3.52 -4.84

B 52 692 1.445 -2.95 -3.97

B 51 694 1.441 -2.85 -3.69

1 47 697 1.435 -2.83 -5.62

B 100 701 1.427 -1.55 -2.38
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Several workers have atternptedto derive theoretical

expressions relating the various characteristics. Bsrdwell (61),

discussing the oxidation of butenone, integrated the general rate

expression ? = |, (eto obtain Ab « 3 (eAH-A't . 1}A1

Substitution of the rate f fori, (eA,t- 1) in the integrated

expression and disregard for A't in comparison with eA ^ - 1

yielded the simple relationship = or f = jit
♦

the time of the maximum rate this became JL**'* A . Walsh

derived the same expression in a similar way in a paper on the

slow combustion of di-isopropyl ether and methane (62). These

authers then showed that Akw was virtually constant and thus

were able to explain their observations that the dependences

of maximum rate upon the conditions ran parallel with the net-

branching factor dependences upon pressure and temperatures.

In the present work it was shown that the pressure change

occurring up to the attainment of maximum race was

independent of the initial cyclopropane pressure but was directly
|

proportional to the initial pressure of oxygen and showed a

small temperature effect. The combination of this knowledge with

the derived relationship between maximum rate, net-branching factor

and predicted that at donstant oxygen pressure, variation

of the initial cyclopropane pressure would produce parallel effects

upon maximum rate and the net-branching factor. That this is
I -

in fact true is shown on the graph No. 49 where the lines refer

to the variation of the maximum rate and the points to net-J

branching factors. To obtain this graph each line was drawn

to a special scale so as to coincide with the net-branching
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factor points. This was achieved by multiplying all the

rates obtained under one set of conditions of oxygen pressures

end temperatures by a factor* These factors and the conditions

of the experiments to which they were applied are listed in

table No, 94 along with two other sets of data.

TABLE NO, 94

K Temp*A Veasel Factor

200 678 3 0.0154

70 678 3 0.0244

79 701 B 0.0248

150 678 A 0.0192

500 701 D 0.02,32

The theories of Walsh and Bardwell predict that, in

experiments with constant hydrocarbon pressure and at a constant

temperature, the net-branching factor would be independent of

the pressure of oxygen when this was low, and inversely

proportional to it at higher pressures (since ^w^x 04 or

ilvo-y * 11114 )• This, of course, was not

the case and the graph (Ho. 49) shows the parallelism between

rate and branching factor when the initial oxygen pressure was

varied. The graph was constructed in the same manner as the

previous one from some of the data in table No, 95 which

contains details of initial cyclopropane pressures,

temperatures, vessels and the necessary rate-adjustment factors^
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TABLS NO. 95

^cP Temp0 A Vessel Faotor

178 678 3 0.0200

200 678 3 0.0157

250 678 B 0.015k

300 678 3 0.01 %

250 651 3 0.0221

178 701 B 0.0105

200 678 A 0.0526

100 701 D 0.0335

It wna noted, then, that a distinct parallelism obtained

between the variation of rate nnd net-branching factor with

external conditions but that the theoretics! relation

•fwx* ©' &(5rW1.Wf,a verified unless the "constant of
proportionality" itself depended upon conditions. It eeemed

probable that A* but that the proportionality constant

was not •

Various attempts have been made to deduce a theoretical

expression relating the induction period with maximum rate and

net-branching factor. Thus Br.rdwell (61) showed that the

reciprocal of the time © elapsing before the attainment of s
» \

„ A*
definite rate J was. gi-v*n by -g « '(i"'"'* W'V so that

0 should be more strongly dependent upon the net-branching
factor A* than upon the initiation factor B. Similarly Walsh (62)

indicated that jp was proportional to the maximum fate. These
authors found experimental verification of these expressions in

certain oases. In the cyclopropane oxidation, there was a



striking contrast between the dependence of rate (or net-

branching factor) upon conditions end the behaviour of reciprocal

induction period, the lntcer being apparently proportional to

the product of the pressures of cyclopropane and oxygen. The

only theoretically derived induction period-constituent pressures

relationship differing from the rate expression was that of iiulcahy

(63) which was deduced on the basis of the hydroperoxide theory

of low-temperature slow combustion. This was of the form

■g 8 lt| (W)(02)i Fs where ?s was a function of the surface
conditions while the corresponding rate expression was, as

usual, fwot)C3 k?(PH)2
It does seem strange that Mulcahy verified his expression

in the cases of n-butane and propylene while Bardwell verified

his in the case of butanone oxidation; and yet both authors

seek to explain their general results in terms of t-he
■

hydroperoxide intermediate theory.

Before proceeding to compare the kinetic relationships in

the cyclopropane oxidation wich those reported for the slow

combustion of other hydrocarbons it will be wise to summarise

the kinetic results. It was shown that the dependence of the

maximum rate unon the initial pressure was extremely complicated.
.

The maximum rate could be either strictly proportional to the
'

initial pressure of oxygen or quite independent of it, Which

of these two laws operated was found to depend upon (a.) the

initial oxygen pressure itself, since at lower oxygen pressures

the former dependence was observed while at higher oxygen pressures

the independence was hoted, (b.) the initial hydrocarbon pressure,
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since as this was increasea (all other things being equal) the

region of oxygen independence was diminished, the critical

oxygen pressure being increased, and (c.) the temperature,

because as this was increased the critical oxygen pressure again

rose so that at higher temperatures the raaxi' turn rate was

dependent upon the initial oxygen pressure over a wiuer range

of oxygen pressures.

It was also shown that the maximum rate varied sometime©

with the square of the cyclopropane pressure and sometime® was

directly proportional to the hyrocarbon pressure. 'Which of

these two dependences held good in my particular case was

fount; to depend upon the initial pressures of both cyclopropane

ana oxygen and the temperature of reaction. The total order of

reaction way found to be always two bo that the two regions of

kinetic dependence were oesnribed by the equations o( j^p |^x
and ^vya* Kj> • • xt was possible to combine these in an

empirical but single expression
* k. he-l°°*

- "J ;

Thus under the appropriate conditions when ka. ^

then the maximum rate was given by • |pcf> |?ox . Suitable

conditions for such a simplification were considered to be

increase of cyclopropane pressure, reduction of the oxygen pressure

or increase of temperature if were more temperature cepenuent

than by a large amount. This simple relationship was verified

when such condition© prevailed. On the other hand, at 'lower

cyclopropane pressures, higher oxygen pressure® or lower

temperatures K-j would become the more significant term
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P fc, L
in the denominator whence J wwl* - — • ftp*3

A terra must be included in the rate expression to account

for the powerful influence of surface extent and character upon

the maximum rate. Inserting a term and the exponential factor

to account for the overall temperature oxfect the general equation

for the maximum rate of the reaction became -isaa*

f . k be-«> • _L e RT

With reference to the overall activation energy of the

reaction, /rrheniuB diagrams were constructed for experiments

where the kinetics could be represented j3 W and

fwa* ^ VcjP- . Bat curvature was noted at the ends of

the lines but the graphs were straight ana parallel over a

considerable temperature range. This indicated that the major

factor contributing to the activation energy was in the above

equation.

Expressions of a similar type have been reported for other

hydrocarbons although the cyclopropane oxidation kinetics were

not quite the »«a» aa my other©. She variation of -the maximum

rate with the condition© of the reaction hus been investigated in

e systematic way for the alow combustion of only a very few

substances. Annsrent orders of un to six with respect to the

pressure of the organic substances have been reported for the

butanone combustion (61), though for the majority of compoun.s

studied the order is about two. For example methane (16),

ethylene (64), propane (65), n - pentane (28), n - hex&ne (28),
t i-iaoprotyl ether (!K>), chloroparaffins (66) ana certain

aliphatic amines (67) oxidise at a rate determined by the
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pressure of fuel raised to about the second power. It is

possible that very high or fractional orders with respect to

the fuel, which have been reporteu, may find an explanation

in the observation that the dependence of maximum rate of

oxidation of cyclopropane upon the initial cyclopropane pressure

could change from second to first order as the hydrocarbon was

increased. For example two rate-hydrocarbon pressure curves

reported for n - butane by Mulceby (63) might be interpreted as

showing the transition from second to first order. In this

connection it is interesting to note that if the kinetics changed

from to and if the constant

were high, then the apparent order of the overall rate - hydrocarbon

pressure curve would be high* The maximum rate of the slow

combustion of methylamine at 530 C was approximately proportional

to both the methylamine and oxygen pressure but this reaction

was perhaps somewhat anomalous in that it showed no period of

inappreciable pressure change and started off at a finite rate (68),

In all other oxiaations in the "low-temperature" range the change

from dependence to independence of the maximum rate on the oxygen

pressure has been noted. Sometimes the curve exhibited a maximum

(e.g. with the lower ethers (69) and butanone (70))but in general

the curves illustrating the effect of varying the oxygen pressure

were of the same type as those reported for the cyclopropane oxidation.

The observation that the critical oxygen pressure depended upon

conditions had not bet n previously reported but, with the exception
* ~ '

of Bardwell's experiments with butanone, no workers appear to have

studied the oxygen dependence of the maximum rate in apy detail.
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In the case of butanone there was no shift of the critical oxygen

pressure (in this case the position of the maximum of the curve)

with changing conditions, The butenone combustion must,

however, be regarded ea exceptional in ampf ways since there is

b maximum in the oxygen-rate curve and also since the oxidative

degradation is not complete, there being a high concentration of

acetone (which is comparatively stable to oxidation) in the

final products.

In the slow combustion of carbon compounds at higher

temperatures (27) and in the oxidation of methane (lf>) at all

feasible tesaperaturea, it has been generally agreed that the

maximum rate was strongly dependent upon the oxygen concentration.

In view of the discovery that the maximum rate of oxidation of

cyclopropane could be mde dependant upon or independent of the

oxygen pressure by suitable choice of conditions of pressure and

temperature, it seemed reasonable to consider the possibility

that there was really no sharp distinction between "high" and

"low" temperature kinetics of hydrocarbon oxidation. If this

were so, one might expect to find that the rate might become

independent of the oxygen pressure in the high temperature zone

of the combustion of a hydrocarbon, if the ratio of oxygen to

hydrocarbon treasure became high enough. The results of a

recent investigation of the ethylene exidation at U00°G were

interpreted by Herding and Korrish (6d) as indicating rate-

oxygen pressure proportionality but certainly appeared to show

b tendency to oxygen Independence at higher oxygen -Treasures.

One of the other characteristic features of slow combustion©
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in the "high-temporeture* region is the dependence of nextmum :

rate upon the total pressure of the system, In the "low-

temperature" range, the absence of en inert gas effect is

equally characteristic, This property of "low-temperature"

combustions is hardly unexpected since, in such cases, the

maximum rate is largely independent of the oxygen pressure

and because there seems to he no very great reason why

nitrogen or other inert gas should be much more efficient in the

prevention of diffusion of radicals to the walls than oxygen.

In the cyclopropane oxidation, added nitrogen had no effect

under any circumstances. It may be significant that the

data published on the effect of total pressure on the rate of

oxidation of methane (16) and ethylene (64) indicated that the

dependence of rate upon total pressure tended to become less

at the highest pressure used. It is interesting to speculate

whether the rat© of a slow combustion in the "low-temperature*'

eone would become totol-prceaure-dependent at very low pressures.

The kinetic dependences of the net-branching factor

closely paralleled those of the maximum rate of oxidation of

cyclopropane and a very similar rate-equation could be set up

to describe its variation with changes of pressure and tem¬

perature, An has been indicated Taish (62) studied the oxi¬

dation of methane ana di-ieopropyl ether and found that A' was

proportional to S^y. . Berdwell's studies of the butanone

oxidation have also been aiaeueaed with reference to

A' relationshln, /.part from these investigations very little

mention is to be found of the kinetic dependences of A' in the
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literature of hydrocarbon slow combustion.

On the other hand, the reciprocal induction period

depended upon the conditions in a manner quite different from

the maximum rate and the net-branching factor. It was shown

that there was no significant difference between the behaviour

of and y , although there was some evidence that in ex¬

periments where high maximum rates were subsequently attained

the value of g tended to become fairly constant at some high

level when the time 8 was so small that (© —f ) became

larger in comparison with Y . The general equation for the

reciprocal induction period might be writtens-

The linear dependence of the reciprocal inunction period upon

the initial hydrocarbon pressure was compared with a similar

finfiing in the cases of propylene (63), n-butane (63)>

n-hexane (28) ana 2-methyi pentane (71^ and its proportionality

to the initial oxygen pressure has been previously reported in

almost every oxidation stuaied. Notable exceptions to this

latter type of behaviour are but?none and propane (61). Some

slow combustions are characterised by a greater than linear

dependence of reciprocal induction period upon the pressure

of combustible substance e.g. methane (16), ethane (72),

isobutane (63), n-pentane (28), butanone and di-isopropyl ether(30)»

It is very difficult to generalise with reference to these obser¬

vations but it should be pointeu out thet in some cases g

behaves similarly to
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The presence of inert gas had no effect upon the induction

period in the cyclopropane oxidation but it has been reported

that in the 3low combustion of methane, n-pentane and di-

isopropyl ether the induction period was reduced by increasing

the total pressure.

The effect of change of temperature on the oxidation of

cyclopropane was, in general terms, to increase the maximum

rate and the net-branching factor and to reduce the induction

period. On graph No. 50 are plotted the Arrhenius graphs for

maximum rate, net-branching factor and the reciprocal induction

periods ( and ^7 ). The experiments were carried out

with 250 m, ra. of cyclopropane and 70 m.m, of oxygen in vessel B

and the temperature range was about 50°, It will be noted

that the two lines referring to reciprocal induction period are

parallel end show no tendency to curve at the ends, their

gradients correspond to ectivetion energies of 51*7 end 54*2

kc&ls./raole. The two other curves ere parallel to each other,

the activation energies referring to the maximum rate and the

net-branching factor being kcals./mote. These observations

were seen to be very different from some made by Chamberlain

and Walsh (62) who found that the activation energy of the

maximum rate, net-branching factor and the reciprocal induction

period were all close to a value of 51 kcals,/mole. for the

oxidation of methane between 470 C and 510 C, Mulcahy,

however, has reported that the activation energy of the re¬

ciprocal induction period in the propylene oxidation was twice
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that of the taaxiraura rate (6?)* In the ea.no communication

Sfuloahy reported that the effect of change of temperature was

very much greater upon g* than in the alow combustion
of propane.

fe to the particular values determined for the activation

energies, little can be said. In moat cases, Arrhenius plots

have been found to be curved so that in the case of any particular

hydrocarbon the activation energy could be said to vary. For

instance the overall activation energy of the reaction of

ethylene with oxygen (6k) was found to vary from 26 keel, at

400*0 to 53 keai. at 500*0. This represents a gradual change

in comparison with the activation energy of the profane oxidation

which was found to become actually negative over part of the

range (26), A very imortant observation was made by Mulcahy (27)

who compared the effect of change of temoerrture of propylene,

propane and several substituted propanes. He found that the

very great differences in rate observed at low temperatures

tended to disappear at higher temperatures* Now since the

effect of structure upon reaction rate at low temperatures had

been attributed to the effect of structure upon the ease of

breakdown of the Intermediate hydroperoxide ROOK (by fission

of the -0-0- bond), ?%lcahy concluded that the results showed

that peroxide breakdown was of less consequence (or none at all)

at the higher temperatures and that at these temperatures

oxidation proceeded by a more general mechanism involving the

same or similar radicals irrespective of the fuel. These
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radicals would be expected to be less complex than alkyl-

peroxyl radicals - hyhroxyls, elkyls etc. "being more likely.

The total pressure change occurring during an oxidation

was considered to he a measure of the extent of reaction and

it was haraiy surprising to find that it was proportional to

the oxygen pressure when this was in excess ana independent

of the cyclopropane pressure. Increase of temperature

produced a small increase of the total nressure change. Hince

analysis showed the main rjroducts of oxidation to be oxides of

carbon and water it was possible to write down two stoichiomet¬

ric chemical equations to describe the eomolete oxidation.

These were:-

1. c3r% + 3o2 —> 3co + 3H2o

2. 2C3Hg + 9Q2 —> 6CG2 + 6H20

Compering the pressure changes involved in these reactions it

was seen that, relative to nine volumes of oxygen in each case,

the pressure changes were six volumes in equation 1. and one

volume in equation 2. This suggested that the small tempera¬

ture effect on the pressure change was due to the gradual with¬

drawal from prominence of reaction 2. aa the temperature was

increased. 'This was a reasonable iuee since it was likely

that carbon dioxide was proauced from cerboxylic acids which

would be less likely to be formed at higher temperatures

and analysis showed that increase of temperature did, in feet,

bring about an increase of the ratio carbon monoxide: carbon
dioxide. The relatively small amounts of carbon dioxide found
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to be nearly all formed after the attainment of maximum

rate.

Other important facts revealed by analysis were that the

process of iaonerisatlm of cyclopropane was probably negligible

under the conditions of experiment, that the rate of pressure

change vma a measure of the rate of reaction of both cyclopropane

and oxygon and wan a measure of the rate of production of the

end products, Only a few compounds were found in the products

and only one intermediate was detected. The possibility of

the presence of other intermediate products in small quantity

was a real cane but the relative accuracy of the carbon, hydrogen

and oxygen balances made it less likely. In fairness it should

be pointed out, however, that the outputs of these elements

were almost without exception lower than their teputs. The

mmlytio&l results were discussed rather fully in the experi¬

mental section,

.enenov'a simple scheme for a chain reaction involving

degenerate branching iss-

5tag* (a) Production of active centres, l.e, radicals, tsfoioh

initiate Stage (b).

Stage (b) Primary chains involving oxygen and the combustible

Stage (o) Heaoticn of the intermediate K in two ways (one pro¬

ducing active radicals, the other not)

substance and of average length -O , These chains

lead to the production of a substance M which has a

reasonable life-tine and stability.

Thus inactive products, causing a pressure

radicals which can initiate the pri¬
mary chains, leading to the formation
of more M,
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The conditions to be obeyed are that ^ k^ and that M
should have a lifetime of the order of seconds or minutes.

Norrish (23) has demonstrated that if the molecule M can sur¬

vive for one minute between its formation and its entering

into a branching reaction then it would be expected to attain

a pressure of several ra.ms. during the reaction. For this

scheme the net branching factor is given by k,, (t> -1 ) - k^ .

Presumably the acceleration of the rate falls off to aero

because b> or k2 decreases after the initial autocatalytic
period due to depletion of reactants or accumulation of products.

Harding (73) suggested the existence of a second type of de¬

generate branching in which the radicals from M, as well as

initiating primary chains, can decompose molecules of M to

£ive inactive products. According to this scheme a limiting

rate could occur early in the reaction before there was any

serious depletion of reactants. This latter type of chain

branching seemed to be out of the question in the oxidation of

cyclopropane sinae analysis had shown that at the time of

attainment of maximum rate, the reaction was well on its way to

completion and that about half of the reactant not present in

excess had been consumed. This suggested that the reason for

the failure of the rate to continue to increase exponentially

was, in fact, the serious depletion of reaotants.

The identity of the intermediate M in the cyclopropane

oxidation was decided to be formaldehyde. Only two types of

slow combustion, intermediate have been described previously -

peroxides and formaldehyde. In the present investigation all
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the evidence was against peroxides. Despite repeated and

very careful attempts to detect peroxides in the products of

the reaction (the ca.&enaibl© products removed at the time of

attainment of maximum rate of several experiments were collected

end the aggregate was tested for peroxide by the ferrous

thiooyanate and starch-iodide methods) it wm quite certain

that even at the lowest temperature studied (378 C) no peroxide

could he detected in the products# On the other hand,

formaldehyde was found to be present in reasonable amount under

all conditions of temperature and. pressure# It was considered

to be very significant that its concentration varied with time

in a Matter analogous to the rate and, in particular that its

pressure re., ohed & maximi.es value at Just about the same time

as the rate reached its maximum. Thus in any single experiment

the rate at any given time appeared to depend upon the amount

of formaldehyde present at that time# In contrast with this

was the fact that the maximum rate depended rather upon the

initial pressures of reactanta.

The study of the effect of adding formaldehyde to the

oxidation system yield©! acute extremely interesting results#

The first me that the addition of a small quantity of formal-

dehyte (about 0*3,- of the total) reduced the induction period

d by 37/ end, still more striking, reduced "V by 61, without

altering the maximum rate at all# Increase of the amount of

fomaldeliyde added progressively reduo< d V which waa very

close to zero (0»1 minutes) when the quantity of additive was

7*8 m,ra# This increased addition of the aldehyde had a less
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profound effect upon & since the pressure change preceding

the attainment of maximum rate was constant and independent of

the added formaldehyde within the limits of experimental error

and since a certain, finite time was always necessary for the

occurrence of that pressure change. Thus the effect of

formaldehyde addition upon © was great at first hut decreased

in magnitude later. When the amount of additive exceeded

about 10 m.m, a slight effect upon the maximum rate was observed

and this rate gradually increased from 11*9 to 14 m.ra,/minute

when the pressure of added formaldehyde was increased from

7*8 m.m, to 35*2 ra.m.

These results were rather different from those of Harding

and Norri3h (64) who added formaldehyde to ethylene-oxygen

mixtures and found that the decrease in induction period

(measured by the intercept en the time axis of the tangent to

the pressure-time curve at A ) was proportional to the

pressure of added formaldehyde and that addition of the inter¬

mediate in amounts greater than that required to eliminate the

induction period led to increases in the initial rate of oxi¬

dation over the normal maximum rate. The rate subsequently

fell to its normal value. In the ethylene-oxygen reaction,

however, the rate reached a maximum after a comparatively small

pressure change whereas the maximum rate of slow combustion

of cyclopropane occurred after about 50/s of the reactant not

in exoess had been consumed. Thus the failure of the rate to

continue to increase with time was due to consumption of the

reactants in the latter reaction. The two combustions,

therefore, must be regarded as essentially different.
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In view of these facts it was oamjluded that the essential

intermediate responsible for the degenerate chain branching

in the slow combustion of cyclopropane was formaldehyde*

Experiments showed that the mx&mn pressure of foimt-ldehyge

was independent of the initial oxygen pressure exaept when

this was very low and was proportional to the initial cyclo¬

propane pressure, although this proportionality was less marked

at higher cyclopropane pressures (possibly due to difficulties

of extraction or analysis). The maximum pressure of formalde¬

hyde varied with the temperature in a manner corresponding to

an activation energy of to-s" koala, per mole. There «*•», thus,

despite the proportionality between rate and pressure of

intermediate during cm experiment, a great diffemece between

the pressure and temperature relations of the maximum rate

and those of the maximum formaldehyde pressure.

Before attempting to deduce a meoiianisia for the reaction

it would be well to summarise the various types of elementary

reaction which are regarded as sufficiently plausible to be

postulated in & gas phase chain reaction scheme, Wttlah
»

emphasised the necessity of writing reaction steps energetically

feasible end having a favourable sterio factor (74),
Such elementary reactions he divided into four classes*-

(a) reactions Involving the breaking of one bond, e,g,

CT3 - 0T?3 —=» GT?3 + CH3

(b) reactions involving the formation of one bond, e,g.

CH3 ♦ CH3 OHj - OK5 *
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(o) abstractions of an atom (particularly of hydrogen) from

a molecule^ by a radical (involving the breaking of one

bond and the formation of another), e«g«

OHjr + Cf! —CHj + fl20

(d) reactions involving the transfer of energy from a radical

or molecule e.g.

CHj - CH3* * M —> CH3 - CH3 ♦ M *
Some of the reactions rshich have been suggested by Iforrish do

not fall into one of these fair classes and might therefore

appear suspect, tfbbeloh&e too has criticised acrae of Korrish's

proponed reaction steps, mainly on the grounds that their

geometry indicates that their activation energies may be almost

as high as the energies required for fission of the bends

concerned and that there is no obvious source of these activation

energies (75),

Walsh did make one very important exception to his rules,

stating that it was not implausible to suppose the occurrence

of a reaction more complicated than those given above for an

energy-rich radical A * particularly if this were a large

enough body to allow distribution of the excess energy over

various vibrational degrees of freedom. If ouch were the

case the radical would be undergoing far greater geometrical

distortions than usual tlius facilitating the occurrence of

what would normally be described as less likely reactions,

Furtheiusore an energy-rich radical, if not deactivated by

collisions, would be expected to take part in reactions

normally requiring an activation energy high enough to make
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such reactions iiapro.-a'ule, So long as the radical preserves

its energy of formation, however, the e*iergy of aestivation of

a subsequent reaction will be considerably leas than the

endotheraiclty of that reaction. These canaidorations were

barm in wind in the deduction of reacticri mechanism.

The elucidation of the mechanise of the reaction was

divided into two parts - a consideration of the possible

modes of formation of formaldehyde and an examination of its

function as the degenerate branching-chain intermediate.

One might write down various possible reactions involving

cyclopropane and leading to the formation of formaldehyde

e.g.

C^Hg + 0 —* OjH^ + Gfl20
This reaction ws disregarded immediately since testa for the

presence of ethylene in the reaction products were quite

negative. In any event much critisra could be directed at

such a react ion from the point of view that the participation

of oxygen atoms was unlikely at the temperatures involved,

A second possible reaction vmsi-

CijKg ♦ C>2 —> C2H4O ♦ CH2O

It ma* immediately noted that this involved the fission of two

C-0 bonds and one 0-0 bond, and the formation of two O-O and

one G'O bonds, Thus it would be expected, that the reaction

would have a very low steric factor since such a large re-

arx-angement would be necessary in the activated complex and for

that reason this reaction also was disregarded.
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A third suggestion involved the initial breaking of a

C-C bond in cyclopropane and the subsequent reaction of the

diradical formed. Thus:-

> ' Q\l2~CR2*CH^
02 —> GH2-.3H2-GH2 ^ 2CH20 ♦ 0li2

How the production of methylene adiaals in that way would lead

to the formation of oxygen atana which might degrade the CjHg

diradioal by successive destruotian of CHg groups# Thusj-

CS% ♦ Og —>- CH2O + 0

0 ♦ *CH2-Cn2-GH2 —> GH2O+'G?l2-CH2 eto#

This idea was discarded largely because of the fact that the

CjKg diradical had been suggested as the intermediate In the
isQHMsrisation of cyclopropane and because the activation energy

of its formation from cyclopropane Isad been found to be

65 #200 oals/mole (60)# If the mechanism above were adopted

the splitting of the ring would be the rate controlling step

and the estivation energy of the ocnUtatian would have liad to

be 65,200 cals/mole (which it vac not) since it was difficult

to imagine how the diradical formation ootid proceed in eny way-

other than unimolecularly# This also raised the point that

this mechanism did not suggest any explanation of the sutocmtalysia#

A very frequently postulated reaction is hydrogen abstraction

from fydrocarbcins by radicals (including cstygen molecules)#

Thuat-

m + X —^ B + HX
or C5Hg ♦ X —^ Cf.$ ♦ M
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Consideration of the value of such a reaction step was m>>e

with a view to determining whether it facilitated explanation

of the formation of formaldehyde and whether this could proceed

by a simple chain reaction involving the cyolopronyl radical.

It is well known that alkyl radicals react with oxygen to

form alkylperoKyl radicals which, if 'stable, can react with

another fuel molecule to form peroxides (thia is the basis of

the peroxide theory of the "low-tenperc-ture" mechanise of

hydrocarbon oxidation). In the event of instability of the

peroccyl radical (whieh is endowed with a great excess of

energy Just after its formation) due to its chemical constitution

or to tl*e temperature, it may decompose to yield active pro¬

ducts* Since no peroxides had been detected at any time,

even at lower* temperatures, the oyolopropylperoKyl radical

would have been, unstable, if fowned,

♦ ©2 -—> C5H5&2
Tire possible decomposition of this radical according to the

equation

0311502 —> CO ♦ CFI20 «• OII3

was 3toichlonetrioally possible but at first sight such a

reaction would appear to violate all the rules regarding

simplicity of elementary changes, since it requires the fie;Ion

of one C~H three C-C bonds, one 0-0 bond and the formation

of one 0«0 bond and mo C4J bond, However, in view of "tire

fact that the formation of methyl radicals provided the basis

for a primary chain reaction involving cyclopropane (and, of

coarse, methane had been detected in amll amounts, in the
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products) the reaction m» considered la sore detail. It m«
«>

re-written as a series of simpler steps.

The first step involves the movement of one electron, presumably

excited by the aectimulatim of sufficient of the energy (earned

by the radical) in the C-C bond concerned* It lead® to the

production of a five-membered ring system whose weakest link

is the 0-0 bond, particularly when the * carbon atom beers a

free electron which will tend to disappear by the formation of

a earbonyl group (again by the movement of only one electron),
The molecule now has the structure of an &Mo-aXk«ecyl radical

and loses formaX&efcyde readily by the process postulated in

the peroxide mechanism of hydrocarbon oxidation. It will be

noted that this third step again Involves the movement ©f only

one electron. 7im the remaining radical Oli^-GHaO tsmy be

regarded as a simple type of aldehyde, extremely unstable due

to its being a radical m& also on account of the large arount

of wtmr%& It carries away frees ita enothermic formation. It

would# therefore# be expected to pyrolyse to carbon renew id© end

metiyi very rapidly#

Thus an a,?parently over-coupleae reaction when studied#

step by step, was seen to involve three separate one-electron

shifts and a prototrophic change all of which could be regarded

that the original .radical waa energy-rich, It should, perhaps#

C«2 *0N Clfe - 0N 0^2-0 dig « 0
I f' —^I <? .

ai2 * on ch2-ck«o -» ©{3 + 00
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be emphasised that, even under such favourable starting o»«

ditionss, only a unimolecular decomposition could be ao complex

and yet so likely.

Accepting then the formation of formaldehyde from the

cyclopropyl radical

°3S5+ °2 ~> G3%°2 —> 00 * gh2° + oh3
we next considered the use of the methyl radicals in propagation

of » primary chain reaction. The only likely mechanism was

QHj ♦ 02 -> CRgO * m'
CfH' + C^Hg —^ °5%* * k2°

These reactions require no discussion as they have been suggested

by several authors (25# 50# 31) and appear to be well established

reaction steps in the methane oxidation reaction.

It would be sell to summarise the recoilens suggested for

the primary chain leading to the production of foxmldehyde,

O3H5 + If20

w
ao * 0H20 + GHj

CH20 ♦ Of'

Hie thermochemistry of these reactions will jam be considered.

The heat of the first reaction is calculable fron a knowledge

of the Lend dissociation energy of the HOH bond in water which

ia 118 kcals,(76) and the Lend dissociation energy of the

II-C3H5 bond in cyclopropane, Trotraan-Cdckenscn (77) taking
the energy of activation of the aetathetioal reaction

CH3 ♦ 0!\ GHj^ + GH3'

OjHg + dl* -—>

aff * °2

g3%°2 —^

Ollj + 02 —>
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as About 12*8 koals/mole and the bond dissociation energy D

(CJflj—fl) « 102, showed that the relation A.£ - ^ lieId
for the reaction of methyl radicals with a aeries of alkanes

where E « the activation energy of the methyl ♦ alkene reactions

and H » the heat of these react ions, I.e. the bond dissociation

energies of the 0-4.1 bends broken In the alkanes, Trotraan-

Dickenson and Steaoie (78) found that the energy of activation

of the hydrogen abstraction reaction of methyl with cyclopropane

was 10*2 koala/mole.

Then AK * 12*8 - 10*2 » 2*6

if d « 0*5, then A.B m 5*2

Hence VCO^-a) a 102 - 5*2 « 97 koala.
Trotraan-Dickenscn (77) #ttgge»ted that due to the similarity

between the bonds broken and fow dtU should be closely C'jual

to 0*5. Even if tf. cere rattier less than 0*5 the bend dissocia¬

tion energy derived would not differ very greatly from 97 koala.

Thus the first reaction was written

Cyi6 ♦ OH* —> G3H5 ♦ H2C «• 21 keels, (118-97),
The change of heat content involved in the second end third

reactions could not be calculated since no information was

available m the heat of formation of the eycloprcpylperoKjl

radical. It was possible to calculate the exothemdoity of the

overall reaction

C3II5 + O2 —* 00 + Cn20 ♦ CH3
Since the heats of formation of metli&l (79) formaldehyde (so)

and carbon monoxide (81) were known, and the heat of formation
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of the oyclopropyl radical -ma ealnrlable from a knowledge of

the bond ctiasooiation energy of the C3H5-H bend in cyclopropane »

the heat of formation of a nydrogen atera (79) and the heat of

formation of ctyolopropane (82), The latter value ms obtained

from the heat of combustion of cyclopropane and ma preferred

to other values reported in the literature (S3), The values

of these hesta of formation and the calculation of the exo-

therraioity of Vive nidation of the cyolopropyl radical are given

below.

Compound koala.

Methyl + 31

Formaldehyde - 28*7

Carbon monoxide - 26*8

hydrogen atom + 52

Cyclopropane - 12*7

Now D (C^-H) « (C^%) + (H) - C\W\ (CjHg)

.'.£^(83%) « 97-52-13 * 32 Jcoals,
And for C3II5 + O2 —> CO + CH20 ♦ OH3'

t> 11 m 7-29+31-32 « -57 koala.

The exoiherroioity of the last reaction step (the oxidation of

methyl) follows by subtraction of the heat of formation of

raetl\yl from the sum of those of formaldehyde and hydroxy1 (79),

Thus & K * -29+10-31 * -50 koala.

The reaction steps written for the formation of formaldehyde

thermo-

ehemlo&lly acceptable and, at the same time, geometrically

simple,
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The next problem was the mechanism of estimation of formpJUle-

by&t so that it functioned an a degenerate branching intermediate

in the reaction, The reaction of the aldehyde with molecular

oxygen was considered.

OH2O + 02 —^ OH© * HO^
This is a branching reaction and would, appear to be sufficiently

endothermio to merit serious consideration. The bond dissociation

energy* of the C-f! bend in forsnaidely&e has been the aubjeot of

•one discussion but many authors believe it to be about 75-80 koala

(e.g. Gorin (84), McDowell and Thomas (85)* Roberts and Skinner (86)

Hoare and Walsh (87) ) and about 78 koala seemed a reasonable

value for D(HC<Mf)» Much more difficult to assign a value

to is the energy liberated In the formation of the H-Cb beard,

Walsh (22) discussed previous evidence and estimates and con¬

cluded that the value of this energy lay in the range 60-70 keels.

In a later cotrsaanication (87), however, Walsh took the energy

evolution to be 55 ± "10 koala. If this value ia accept cd, the

endotherraloity of the reaction between formaldehyde end oxygon

is 78-55 ± 10 m 23 ± 10 koala, so that Its energy of activation

would be probably rather more than 25 koala/mole, fnergetioally,

therefore, the reaction is suitable. It Is also necessary to

attempt to justify the inclusion of foamy! and hydropcraxyl

radicals in the reaction scheme. The formation of tire forsyl

radicals seems the only feasible result of any probably gas-

phase* reaction of fooraaldehyde and they will be destroyed either
I
by direct reaction with oxygen to yield carbon monoxide and

hydtoperoayl radicals or by decomposition to carbon monoxide and
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hydrogen atoms which will foarra f*>2 radical# by reaction with

crygen# The overall effect will be the same and it can be

shown that the ehoioe of reaction offered will not affect the

general kinetics# Little oa be said about the t.'teraoohemlstry

of the reaction

IKJO * Oo —t> 00(2 ♦ CO

since there is so much doubt about the dissociation energy of

the C-K bond in the foru^/1 radical# Gorin (84) has given

26 koala as an upper limit so that it is very probable that the

reaction is cjaite exothermic# A possible explanation of tie

format ion of small quantities of hydrogen towards the end of

the reaction is that, at that time, the chance of a successful

H * 02 collision will be smaller and hydrogen may be formed by
reaotion with cyclopropane molecules of hydrogan a toss formed

by decocspoaition of formyl radicals# In addition, due to

depletion of the oxygen present, tire probability of uninolecular

decomposition of forsgrl will be greater undo, these oiroumntances#

A similar explanation of the pi eduction of ssaall amounts Of

methane la possible due to hydrogen dmtraction reactions of

methyl radicals#

Another possible reaction of the forrayl radical would be

to add oxygen#

WO * ©2 —> HTO3*
The fomyipercsxyl radical thus formed might diffuse to the

■mils to decompose to carbon dioxide and & hydroxy! radical#

Tliis would explain the appearance of carbon dioxide in the

end-products of the oxidation# It is» indeed, possible that
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the formation of hydroperoxyi r&dio&ls fro® forrayl radicals

occurs by a similar process* The destruction of the latter

WuM then be represented:-

Disregard In; ; the unimoleoul&r •leoorapoa 1 ticn which will not

offeat the kinetics of the maximum rate, the removal of
%

fosrwyl radicals will then depend upon the pressures of forrayl

end oxygen.

As to the likelihood of the participation of i^lroperoxyl
.

radicals in the reaction, it is important to consider the

similarity between the methane and cyclop; opane oxidations*

In both, formaldehyde is the essential intermediate and there

ia very strong evidence that, in the former reaction, the

radical responsible for the initiation of the secondary chain

is trie hy&ropercocyl (87, 8$j, Welsh et al. arrived at this

conclusion as a result of their study of the lead oxide in¬

hibition of the combustion* Tire coating of a reaction vessel

with lead oxide has keen found to inhibit the slow ocra.ua t ion

of cyclopropane (90)* The HC2 radicals produced by the

branching reaction will initiate the secondary chains by pro¬

ducing oyoiopropyl radicals from the hydrocarbon by the reaction:

estimate of the bond dissociation energy D(H02-H) «= 96 (22),

00 ♦ H* ^ iiOj
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Little can be said about the fate of the hydrogen peroxide thus

formed although it probably decomposes heterogeneously to water

and oxygen (88),
The non-branohing reactions of formaldehyde pxobahly

involve its reactim with hydroperoacyl and hydrcxyl radicals

(thus explaining the facility of the non-brEcxohistig reactions

compared with the branching reaction), Thus

CJlgG + HO^ —> 0B0 + R2O2 ♦ 17 koala, followed by
0K0' + O2 > CO ♦ HO2*

The nett effect la GHgO * Or> —=> CO + H202.

Thus there is no Increase in the meatier of radicals eeestprnt

upon that non-branch'ng reaction, The ease is true for the

reaction of hydroxy! with foimldehyde, although the nature of

the radical changes,

OKjj© + OH* —> CI!OV II2C ♦ 39 kcals,

GHO ♦ Pg —> CO + HCfe
| .

These reactions are not complex1 changes and are suitably exo¬

thermic and since the overall effect in each ease is the oxidation

of oxwluehyde by oxygen to inert products (catalysed by a

radical), together they constitute a ncm-branching mechanism of

intenae (Slate-removal as retired by the bemenov scheme of

degenerate chain branching.

The reaction steps» so far discussed, form the basis of

-a reaction ^ohem© for the aim? combuatiaa of cyclopropane.

They Are ell chemically probable and involve simple molecules

and radicals whoso participation in similar reactions haa often
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been suggested. Purthenaore, the scheme explains the function

of formaldehyde as degenerate chain branching Intermediate,

It remains to discuss possible chain initiation and chain

termination reactions. Very little can be said about the

former since it is almost certainly a heterogeneous reaction

but it might well involve the reaction of cyclopropane with

oxygen on the walls (possibly to form oyolopropyl and hydro¬

psroacyl radicals). No initiation reaction 1ms been included

in the complete scheme. It is very doubtful if chain ter¬

mination reactions could be justified experimentally but they

are necessary if the scheme of reactions la to yield a rate

expression. The expertmentally-determined rate expression

indicated that the termination of the chains involves destruction

of chain carriers by reaction with either cyclopropane or

oxygen and that one or both of these reactions occurs on the

surface. Since the eeoend&xy chain initiation depends upon

the presence of hydrops rcscyl radicals and in view of W«Xah,s

conclusions about the importance of termination by HOg destruc¬
tion. in the methane oxidation, the following termination

reactions are sug estcd:-

+ H02 r* Inactive products,

02 + H02 > Inactive products.

The difficulty is, of course, to name these Inactive products.

The first, particularly if it occurred at the walls of the

vessel, might lead to very great structural changes, Keactiona

similar to this one and equally vague have been postulated in

.reaction schemes referring to hydrocarbon combustions In the
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* low-temperature" region (e.g. 61)« The second termination

step above may possibly be explained in the following **y»

A hydropercocyl radical diffusing to the wall may alight close

to an adsorbed oxygen molecule. The resulting complex oan Le

represented tiataj-

©2 — «ii— — -02

i.e. titer© is resonance between the two canonical forms

02«fi Og and °2 K-°2

On the approach of a second hydi operoxyl radical the following

reaction ensues:-

©2- - «H- — -P2 ♦ HOg ^ 20g ♦ H202

The rate-determining step of this termination reaction will be

the first -.whose efficiency will depend upon the oxygen gas

pressure if the extent of caygen adsorption is small.

*?ith the exception of the questionable primary initiation

reaction the reactions are collected into a single scheme below.

1. C3I% + HO2 —> * H2°2 " 1 ko&1»
2, CjHg ♦ Off' —> C3H3 ♦ HgO + 21 koals.
k C3K3 ♦ Og G3H502->00 + CH20 * CHj + 57 koala.
U, CHj + 02 —> CH3o"2 -> OHgO + OH* + 50 fecals.
5. CH20 ♦ 02 OHO" + H02 - 25 koala.

6. Ci:20 + HOg ">• OHO ♦ H202 * 17 koala.

7. 01i20 + rn —> OHO* ♦ H20 + 39 koala.
8. OHO* ♦ ©2 —5s* CO + H(^ ♦ 30 koala,

9. Gyig + H02 —> inaotive products

10. 02 + Hpjj .. -> inactive products
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Before any theoretical relationships oan be derived from

this sohaae it is necessary to sake two assumptions, The first

is, that at the time of attainment of the maximum rate, a

stationary state can be supposed for all radicals and for

formaldehyde (experiment showed that the rate of formation of the

aldehyde was equal to its rate of removal at. the time of the

maximum rate). The second la that the pressures of re&otsnts

remaining at that time are proportional to their initial

pressures. This can be ahem for the occyger. pressures.

Analysis showed

At time ® Ca^o^q ^
But by experiment ^ ^ox (iViVud)
Hence <x (initial)

l.e, (AN-)eC K(p0=L (initial)
But (A~ !pox(initial) — j=>0^ (at time © ),

• j^x(at time & j w 0 — ^ (initial).
It is not possible to demonstrate the existence of a similar

expression for the cyclopropane pressure at the time of the

maximum rate but inspection of the results of analyses carried

put under quite different conditions shows that Ftp (at ti cfi )
(initial)

is constant within the limits of experimental error.

The partial Ratification of the two assumptions makes it

possible to attempt some deduction of the kinetics of the reaction.

Calling the formaldehyde pressure (?) and the cyclopropane

pressure (C), we have (disregardin- the less important formaldehyde

removal by resetIon 5)

d(F) ® k4(0H3)(02) ♦ k3(03%)(02) - kfiWftKlg) - k/F)(CR)
at
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At the time of the attainment of the maximum rate, d(?) « 0
at

and k4(0H3)(02) » kjCOj^)^)
Then ZkjCOjHpJCOa) - k6(F)(Ha2) - k7(P)(Oi) « 0 (A)
Applying the method of the stationary state to the oyclopropyl

radicals, we ohtain (C*Hc) » k^HQg) + k2(0H)
(o) C2}

k5(02)

Substitution of (2^ in (1) yields tire expression

(2 k^HOg) * 2k2(a!^cV k6(F)(H02) + Is/PX**)
i.e. at the time of attaiiaaent of maxima rat©

(F) « (F) max. . 2 kj^) + k2(0H) (o)mBXm C3)
k6(H02) ♦ k^Cfrl)

How d(OHj » k/t(GH3)(02) - k2(C)(CB) - ?)(M)
Wm

* ki(C)(H02) «. k2(0)(OH) - k2(G)(0H) - k/FXOH)
* MCXHO2) - krff)((Xl)

At time 6 , (OR) a ki(0)(H02) U)
kX?)

Substitution of (I*) in (5) gives

(F) max. « 2 ki(H02) ♦
k1&2(c)(H02)

k6(H02) + i
i(F) max.

"\0)raax.c)(no2)t.
W) max,

= 2 klMp) + fe1k2(g) ??iax

kgk^(P) mx + k^k^(O) max

.'. kgky( F)max ♦ k^)h(6)Mx(9}aiX m 2 > 3 k^( G )nax(F)mex ♦ 2k., <2(C)m&x
2 2

i.e. k^ky(?)iMx » k-jky(c)max (F)nax • 2kjfc2(C)max n 0.
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This equation has two solutions for (F)rax, one of which is not

admissible* The other ist-
J 2 "*x.

(*•)«« « '<^7 + C *1*7 ♦ 8k1k2k6k7^ (C).
Zk$ty

i.e. (P)r.ex a B(C) initial, where B includes a factor

to account for the proportional!ty between (c) initial and

(C) max. This result is in accord with the experimental

finding that the maximum formaldehyde pressure attained during

the reaction was proportional to the initial cyclopropane

pressure and, except at very low oxygen pressures, independent

of the initial oxygen pressure* Due to the extremely complex

nature of the proportionality constant B, nothing can be said

about the significance of the observed temperature coefficient

with respect to the activation energies of the elementary

reactions in the scheme*

The next deduction is of the theoretical relationship

between the rate of the reaction and the reaotant pressures*

Prcm the suggested scheme, one may write:-

- a(o) » k|(c)(Ha2) ♦ k2(c){ou)
at

\ 2
(~ \ m k-|(C)max(Hp2) ♦ k^k2(C)max(;-%)
V dt /max . /nLk7<F):

* k-[1 + !^j(C)max(H02) (f)
Now d(?T02) « k5(F)(02) ♦ 5C8(CH0)(02)- k-jCcXHOg)-

dt

kg(-)(H02)- k^OjXHOg)
And ka(aH0)(02) - k5(F)(02) * k$(P)(H02) + k^FXGH) at the

maximum rate,
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And ky(?)(Of!) ts JcjCcXKOg) at the maximum rate,
and (F) » E (O) max, at the maximra rate,

(m2) * 2kgB(C)ma% (Cfe)wMe
ko(c)max + k-joCO^ra&x

Substituting for (HO2) in equation 5 arid making use of the

relations between the initial reactax.it pressures and those at

the time of the maximum rate, we o«.tain the eolation:»

(~ ^ referring to initial
Ji2(C) + £3(02) pressures.

But it was proved, by analysis that the rate of removal of

cyclopropane at any time was proportional to the rate of presaur©

increase at that time, • /- d(C)
'

\ at

■ -? ■ ^iwW
Kz(0) ♦ Kj(Oz)

Comparison of this with the experiaentally-determined rate

expression ia very favourable. In a general way the kinetic

behaviour is explained, although nothing can be said regarding

the overall activation energy of the reaction# The above

proportionality does not include a term dependent upon the

surface but since both toe termination reactions are probably

surface dependent such a em is unnecessary.

The importance of the surface in the slow combustion of cyclo¬

propane suggests that valuable conclusions might be drawn frees

the results of experiments in vessels with different surfaces

i.e, coated with different materials. If auoh experiments

v/ere performed, it might prove possible to state the initiation
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and termination reactions with moie certainty.

Another aspect of the work, worthy of further investigation,

Is the effect of adding water vapour to the reaction mixture.

The results obtained, so far, she.? a distinct positive catalytic

effect. It may be that the water, in some way, facilitates

the branching reaction but since the effect of adding more

water became les3 and less, it is possible that it la due to

deactivation of the surface as a chain terminator, 'Die

termination reactions suggested in the reaction scheme require

the presence of oxygen (and probably also cyclopropane) on the

•walls ao that, If water were preferentially adsorbed, the

effect would be explained.

It is not possible to deduce from the scheme a theoretical

expression for the induction period in terms of reactant con¬

centrations, It vaa hoped to use the relationship

* k5(t> - 1)(F)(02) * k6(P)(hP2) - kyCFXOH)
to deduce the net branching factor in those terms but this is,

unfortunately, impossible since the net branching factor refers

to the early stages of the reaction where there is certainly

no stationary concentration of the radicals.
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SUMMARY

The reaction between cyclopropane end oxygen has been

investigated by the static method in the tempera Lure range

330 to 430°C, miu with partial pressures of the reaotants

between i*J anu 400 m.23. There is an Initial period of

negligible pressure change, the rate then accelerating

exponentially to a maximum. The kinetics of the reaction

have been etu< led by measurement of rate of pressure change and

analysis has shown that this is equivalent to the rates of

removal of the reactants and of formation of the products which

are mainly carbon aonoxtue and water.

The three rate characteristics - the maximum rate (f max),

the net branching factor (A*) and the in. uctlon periot (9«T ) —

obteineu from the pressure-time curves, have been fount, to be

surface-sensitive. Hydrogen has en inhibiting effect which

is probably due to the removal of some reaction product from

the vessel walla. The addition of nitrogen has no effect but

the addition of water vapour leads to some increase in ^ max

and A1 and to a reduction in ©, again probably aue to a

surface effect.

With lower oxygen pressures the maximum rate is

proportional to both the oxygen end cyclopropane pressures,

while with higher oxygen pressures it varies as the square of

the hydrocarbon pressure and is in epenuent of the oxygen

pressure. Which rate expression obtain®, is shown to uepend
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upon the temperature and relative reactant pressures. The

variation or the net branching factor is similar to that of

the naxiaus rate but the reciprocal induction periou always

varies as the product of the qyelopropane and oxygen pressures.

The overall activation energies for maximum rate end net branch¬

ing fsctor ere about 35 kcal., end for reciprocal induction

period about 53 kcal. When cyclopropane is in excess the total

pressure change is approximately half the initial oxygen pressure,

end the pressure change preceding the attainment of the maximum

rate is proportional to the oxygen pressure, independent of the

pressure of cyclopropane, varies somewhat from vessel to vessel

ana exhibits a small temperature effect#

The products of the oxidation res onsible for the increase

of pressure are extremely simple, the only unstable intermediate

detectable being formaldehyde whose pressure reaches a maximum

at about the time of the maximum rate, the variation of its

concentration parallelling the variation of rate of pressure

change. The maximum pressure of formaldehyde is proportional

to the initial cyclopropane pressure ano, except at very low

oxygen pressures, is inaepenuent of the oxygen pressure. Its

variation with reaction temperature corresponds to an energy of

activation of 10*5 kcal. The addition of small quantities of

formaldehyde to the system leads to a drastic curtailment of

the induction period and the pressure increase may commence

only a few seconds after admission of the last reactant.

The results are discussed from tae general point of view

that the reaction involves e chain mechanism with degenerate
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branching, and it is shown that the initiation step is

probably heterogeneous# The kinetic characteristics of the

reaction are compared with those of the slow combustion of other

hydrocarbons and a mechanism is advanced. This involves the

propagation of the primary reaction chain by cyclopropyl and

hydroxyl radicals and the slow-branching intermediate is

Identified as formaldehyde which can react with oxygen to form

hydroperoxyl radicals which, in turn, initiate the primary chain.

The non-branching reactions of formaldehyde are believed to involve

hydroxyl and hydroperoxyl radicals. Possible termination

reactions are suggested and all the reaction steps have been shown

to be sterically and energetically feasible. Application of the

method of the stationary state to the formaldehyde and radicals

at the time of the maximum rate leads to the deduction of the

experimentally-determined relationships between the maximum

formaldehyde pressure and the maximum rate and the initial reactant

pressures. The proposed reaction scheme also explains the

formation of the products, including the ssjall amounts of carbon

dioxide, methane and hydrogen also found.
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